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Abstract. Laser spectroscopy measurements have been performed on neutron-deficient and stable Ir iso-
topes using the COMPLIS experimental setup installed at ISOLDE-CERN. The radioactive Ir atoms were
obtained from successive decays of a mass separated Hg beam deposited onto a carbon substrate after
deceleration to 1kV and subsequently laser desorbed. A three-color, two-step resonant scheme was used to
selectively ionize the desorbed Ir atoms. The hyperfine structure (HFS) and isotope shift (IS) of the first
transition of the ionization path 5d76s2 4F9/2 → 5d
76s6p 6F11/2 at 351.5 nm were measured for
182−189Ir,
186Irm and the stable 191,193Ir. The nuclear magnetic moments µI and the spectroscopic quadrupole mo-
ments Qs were obtained from the HFS spectra and the change of the mean square charge radii from the IS
measurements. The sign of µI was experimentally determined for the first time for the masses 182 ≤A≤ 189
and the isomeric state 186Irm. The spectroscopic quadrupole moments of 182Ir and 183Ir were measured
also for the first time. A large mean square charge radius change between 187Ir and 186Irg and between
186Irm and 186Irg was observed corresponding to a sudden increase in deformation: from β2 ' +0.16 for
the heavier group A=193, 191, 189, 187 and 186m to β2 ≥ +0.2 for the lighter group A=186g, 185, 184,
183 and 182. These results were analyzed in the framework of a microscopic treatment of an axial rotor
plus one or two quasiparticle(s). This sudden deformation change is associated with a change in the proton
state that describes the odd-nuclei ground state or that participates in the coupling with the neutron in
the odd-odd nuclei. This state is identified with the pi3/2+[402] orbital for the heavier group and with the
pi1/2−[541] orbital stemming from the 1h9/2 spherical subshell for the lighter group. That last state seems
to affect strongly the observed values of the nuclear moments.
PACS. 21.10.Ky Electromagnetic moments – 21.10.Hw Spin,parity and isobaric spin – 21.60.Ev Collective
models – 27.70.+q 150 ≤ A ≤ 189 – 42.62.Fi Laser spectroscopy
1 Introduction
The nuclear region which extends from the rare earth nu-
clei to the lead isotopes and especially the neutron de-
ficient Hg, Pt and Au nuclei – the so-called transitional
region – is well known for providing a wealth of experimen-
tal evidence for shape coexistence and transitions. From
a Permanent address: Institut de Physique Nucle´aire,
IN2P3-CNRS/Universite´ Paris Sud-XI, F-91406 Orsay Cedex,
France
the historical discovery of the dramatic shape transitions
between the odd and even neutron deficient Hg nuclei from
optical isotope shift measurements [1,2] it appeared that
information provided by optical and laser techniques were
to be of major importance in understanding key features
of the structure of the nuclei in this region. In particular,
some important questions arose concerning the interplay
between the collective and individual degrees of freedom
when the neutron number approaches the midshell num-
ber N=104 while the proton configurations are still domi-
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nated by a few holes in the Z=50-82 major shell. In many
cases the information provided by isotope shift measure-
ments (the nuclear radii and deformation changes) allied
to the information provided by hyperfine structure mea-
surements (the magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole
moments) were of crucial interest in order to give a clearer
interpretation of the level scheme patterns observed in γ-
ray spectroscopy. As will be seen, this complementarity
between an important sum of knowledge coming from γ-
ray spectroscopy and our new measurements coming from
on-line laser spectroscopy is the keystone of this work on
the neutron-deficient iridium nuclei.
Contrary to the large deformation changes observed
between the odd-even and even-even Hg and Pt nuclei,
in the case of the odd-proton Au isotopes a deformation
jump occurs only once, between A=187 and A=186 and
everything happens as if the unpaired proton provided a
kind of stabilization of the deformation [3]. Besides, See-
wald et al. showed an important difference in the axial
deformation parameters between the ground and isomeric
state of 186Ir from quadrupole moment measurements [4].
Therefore it is interesting to see whether a shape transi-
tion or jump in deformation occurs in another odd-proton
isotopic chain like Ir with two protons less than Au.
To answer this question, an on-line laser spectroscopy
experiment was performed using the COMPLIS (COllab-
oration for spectroscopic Measurements using a Pulsed
Laser Ion Source) setup at ISOLDE-CERN. The two main
experimental principles which are underlying the COM-
PLIS setup are resonance ionization mass spectroscopy
(RIMS) and pulsed-laser induced desorption (PLID). Most
laser spectroscopy studies of radioactive nuclei have been
performed using radioactive beams produced with the ISOL
method. This is due essentially to the high intensity and
high optical quality of the ion beams which are available
at ISOL-type facilities. On the other hand, with the ISOL
technique, production yields are very sensitive to both the
characteristics of the target-ion source ensemble and the
physico-chemical properties of the element to be extracted
and ionized. The temperature of the target is one of the
most critical parameters because it governs the speed and
trajectory of the radioactive atoms (via diffusion, effusion
and other processes) inside the target ion source ensemble.
For the elements characterized by high melting and boiling
points this temperature parameter may even inhibit sig-
nificant production unless very special care is taken. This
is the case for the elements of the Pt region which, as can
be seen in Fig. 1, are situated next to the Ta-W-Re group
characterized by the highest melting and boiling points in
nature. Our method consists of taking advantage of the
very low melting and boiling points of Hg (see Fig. 1) and
waiting for their β+/EC or α decay to successive daughter
nuclei (Au, Pt etc.), which are then available to produce
secondary beams using the PLID and RIMS methods.
The radioactive parent ions are implanted or deposited
onto the surface of a carefully selected refractory material.
The descendants are then extracted from this material by
heating its surface during a very short time using a fo-
cused Nd:YAG laser beam. The delay between the end
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Fig. 1. Melting and boiling points for the elements from Xe
to Rn [5].
of the implantation stage and the heating stage can be
controlled. This allows the optimization of the population
of the interesting descendants inside the substrate before
desorption. Then, the descendant isotopes as a pulsed sec-
ondary atomic beam can be efficiently ionized using the
RIS process. The technique based on the RIMS follow-
ing PLID has been applied successfully to the study of
the Au and Pt nuclei [3,6–10] and more recently with the
COMPLIS setup [11,12].
In the first part of this paper we will describe the
COMPLIS setup and give details about a few delicate
points in the measurement process, especially on the im-
plantation/desorption phase. Then we will present our re-
sults on the neutron-deficient isotopes 182−189Ir, 186Irm
and the stable 191,193Ir: the mean-square charge radius
variation from the isotopic shift and the magnetic dipole
moments and spectroscopic quadrupole moments from the
hyperfine spectra. In a last part, these results will be anal-
ysed using an axial rotor plus one or two quasiparticle
model.
2 Experiment
The resonant ionization spectroscopy measurement was
aimed at exploring the hyperfine structure (HFS) and
isotope shift (IS) in the 4F9/2(0 cm
−1)→6F11/2(28452.31
cm−1) transition of the iridium at λ = 351.5 nm. Irid-
ium belongs to the class of the open d-shell atoms which
exhibit spectra characterized by a huge number of lines.
In such atoms, the hyperfine structure features are dom-
inated by important relativistic and configuration inter-
action effects, and the transition had to be carefully se-
lected in order to connect the ground s2-state to a sp-
excited state of reasonable purity to obtain a significant
isotope shift. A fit of the fine-structure parameters by S.
Bu¨ttgenbach et al. [13,14] leads to a very pure 5d76s2 con-
figuration for the intermediate coupling wave function of
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Fig. 2. The COMPLIS setup. The insert shows the ionization
scheme used in this experiment.
the ground state whose main components are 84% (5d76s2
4F9/2) +14% (5d
76s2 2G9/2). The first excited level was
chosen for its purity from calculations of configuration
mixing performed by J.F. Wyart [15]. The chosen 6F11/2
level corresponds to 95.8% of 5d76s6p and some weak com-
ponents of the 5d86p (0.9%) and the 5d66s2 (3.3%) con-
figurations. The complete ionization was achieved through
a three colour-three step process, which contains, in our
case, two UV transitions (the ionization threshold for the
iridium atom is situated rather high at 9.1 eV) :
5d76s2 4F9/2 → 5d76s6p 6F11/2 λ = 351.5 nm
5d76s6p 6F11/2 → 5d76s6d 6F11/2 λ = 323.3 nm
5d76s6d 6F11/2 → Ir++e−(continuum) λ = 646.6 nm
2.1 Measurement process
Overall procedure The experimental process leading from
the ion production to the effective hyperfine spectrum
recording has already been described in ref. [16–18]. The
neutron deficient Hg isotopes are obtained as products of
the spallation reaction
A
82Pb(p, 3pxn)
A′
80Hg
by bombarding a molten lead target with the 1 GeV stag-
gered proton beam delivered by the PS-Booster [19]. The
radioactive Hg ion beam which has been mass selected
through the General Purpose Separator (GPS) of ISOLDE
is sent into the incident beam line of the COMPLIS setup.
A schematic view of the experimental setup is displayed
in Fig. 2. The incident beam is decelerated from its ex-
traction energy of 60 keV down to an implantation energy
of 1 keV in the interaction chamber. In this chamber the
atoms to be studied are desorbed and ionized. The photo-
ions are extracted and guided in the emergent beam line
towards the ion detector.
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Fig. 3. Schematic view of the interaction chamber of the COM-
PLIS setup. The graphite substrate is located on a rotating
target wheel. The first step laser beam is in the horizontal di-
rection while the second and third transition laser beams are
in the vertical direction.
Hyperfine spectrum recording The acceleration/decela-
ration geometry has been designed in order to provide the
deceleration and a strong focusing on the target wheel of
the incoming Hg ion beam. The electrode system is shown
in Fig. 3. This system is based on the one described in ref.
[20]. It has been shown [21] that 1 keV implantation energy
represents an optimum for the ratio of desorbed over im-
planted atoms that can be obtained by one heat pulse on a
graphite substrate. By using some very crude assumptions
concerning the diffusion of the implanted atoms inside the
graphite substrate, it can be shown that the evolution of
the desorption efficiencies measured at COMPLIS by re-
peated heating of the same ion deposit can be described a
very shallow gaussian-like distribution [22]. Thus the main
part of the implanted atoms would be confined within a
few tenths of an A˚ from the graphite surface.
One then waits for an optimized population of descendant
isotopes inside the graphite lattice. These descendants are
then removed from the lattice in their atomic form by
heating the graphite surface with the focused frequency-
doubled beam of a pulsed Nd:YAG laser. The repetition
rate of this laser as well as that of the whole ionization
laser system is 10 Hz. The number of heating laser pulses
is set for an optimized desorption efficiency, experimen-
tally determined to be 15 per frequency step, except for
182Ir for which it was 50.
The desorbed atoms are then allowed to diffuse from
the target wheel during 12 µs. The ionization volume is
defined by the overlap of three laser beams as shown in
Fig. 3. The HFS measurement being performed on the first
excitation transition, the first step beam is provided by a
high resolution tunable pulsed dye laser.
The complete hyperfine structure is scanned step by step
as illustrated in Fig. 4. In a resonant transition between
two HFS levels, ions are formed through the three step
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process described above, inside the ionization volume. The
newly created Ir photo-ions, being submitted to the elec-
tric field generated by the 59 kV electrode system, are
accelerated towards the emergent beam line of the COM-
PLIS setup. The photo-ions are detected at the end of the
line using microchannel plates. The electrical signal deliv-
ered by these plates, which is proportional to the detected
ion number, is recorded by a Tektronix TDS540 digital
oscilloscope triggered by the ionization laser signal. This
allows a measurement of the time of flight of the photo-
ions. Several masses are desorbed at the same time : the
stable isotopes which have been previously implanted in
order to have a frequency reference and some long-lived
radioactive isotopes that would remain from previous im-
plantations on the same graphite zone. The plate and grid
allow a pre-acceleration of the photo-ions. This two-field
accelerating geometry has been optimized in order to re-
duce the time spread due to the space distribution of the
photo-ions created inside the ionization volume following
the prescriptions of ref. [23]. Each recorded curve repre-
sents the number of ions detected as a function of the time-
of-flight. In our case, 15 (or 50) curves associated with a
series of 15 (or 50) heating shot are obtained for each fre-
quency step. Each set of 15 (or 50) curves is summed up
by the oscilloscope, and the resulting spectrum is recorded
by a SUN workstation. The synchronization of the various
operations controlled by the SUN computer is triggered
with the 1.2 s period of the clock of the PS-Booster to
make the collections homogeneous.
The whole HFS spectrum is scanned in 60-120 MHz
steps. An example of the resulting data matrix of ion num-
ber versus time of flight and frequency is shown in Fig. 5.
In this figure one can see four HFS spectra corresponding
to four different values of the time of flight i.e. to four
different masses. The center of gravity of the hyperfine
spectrum of the 191 isotope is used as the frequency ref-
erence. The isotope shift between mass 191 and mass 187
is shown: it corresponds to the distance in frequency be-
tween the centers of gravity, represented by dots, of the
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Fig. 5. An example of a data matrix of ion numbers as a
function of time of flight and frequency obtained during this
experiment. Each time of flight curve which is represented here
is actually a sum of 12 recorded time of flight curves i.e. 12
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HFS for these two masses. Fig. 6 shows the total projec-
tion of the data matrix of Fig. 5 on the time of flight axis.
The mass resolving power is about 300 around mass 190.
Stable isotope injector As no stable Ir beam is avail-
able from the ISOLDE target, an ion injector system has
been realized. It is composed of an ion source and a mag-
net for mass selection (Fig. 2). It allows implantations
of stable isotopes with controlled quantities to define the
optimal running conditions : desorption power, ionization
frequencies, timing, determination of the overall efficiency
of the system and frequency references for every spectrum
recorded on-line.
The laser system The layout of the different lasers com-
posing the COMPLIS system are summarized in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 7. COMPLIS laser system and optical layout.
The laser system has also been described in ref. [18]. We
just mention here that in order to obtain both high res-
olution and high power (for frequency doubling) for the
first excitation step, a pulsed dye laser injection-locked to
the frequency of a CW laser is used. Injection-locking is
achieved by inserting a supplementary dye cell inside the
cavity of a CW high resolution tunable dye laser of the
commercial type Coherent Model 599 (this composite sys-
tem has been called “compulse´” [24,25]). The additional
cell is pumped by a frequency doubled (λ = 532 nm)
Nd:YAG laser beam. For the two supplementary ioniza-
tion steps, a tunable pulsed dye laser of the commercial
type Lambda-Physik FL 3002 is used. The beam is fre-
quency doubled via a non-linear crystal and the doubled
component (λ = 323.3 nm) is used for the second transi-
tion while the intense fundamental component (λ = 646.6
nm) provides the last transition into the continuum. Such
a procedure requires only one laser for two transitions and
provides good overlap of the two beams emerging from the
crystal.
2.2 The implantation/waiting/desorption process
The running modes The target wheel for the implanta-
tion - desorption process is shown in Fig. 8. There are two
ways of synchronizing the implantation and desorption
phases: the so-called implantation/desorption and step by
step modes.
The implantation/desorption mode was used for the
longer lived isotopes 183−189Ir. In this mode, the Hg ions
are implanted while the target wheel is rotating slowly
(typically 0.04◦·s−1). In order to obtain a uniform deposit,
the target is only rotating while the proton beam is on
and is stopped as soon as it is off. A typical implantation
takes about one hour, when it is over, the target position
is brought back to the implantation beginning and both
 ! 
 ! 
 ! 
" "
" "
" "
1mm slit
Ir foil
0.5 mm slit
2 mm slit
graphite "banana"
4 mm aperture
Fig. 8. Front view of the target wheel. To allow implantation -
desorption on a large area, the graphite surface is shaped into
a “banana”. Various target positions are left as open apertures
so that a Faraday cup can be used to measure beam current
passing through. Before the measurements, the incident beam
line parameters are set for an optimized current in the 1 mm
slit. Desorption is performed on a Ir foil for settings which
need a continuous and large amount of stable Ir isotopes to be
available.
the desorption and step by step frequency scan procedures
start after a certain delay which depends on the various
half-lives in the β-decay chain Hg→Au→Pt→Ir. The de-
lay between implantation and desorption is the same for
every desorption point and corresponds to the collection
duration plus the waiting time. The rotation speed is set
to provide about 108 atoms for each desorption spot.
The 182Hg yield is 8.106 atoms/µC, then in order to
study 182Ir we had to use the step by step mode which al-
lows some accumulation of the descendant isotopes. The
implantation was performed at fixed target position dur-
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ing four PS-Booster macrocycles (one macrocycle was 14.4
s). Since the incident beam line parameters was optimized
through the 1 mm wide slit (see Fig. 8), the implantation
distribution had a width of the order of 1 mm. The fo-
cusing of the desorption Nd:YAG laser is about 20-50 µm
width, the rotation for desorption is set to correspond to
the whole implantation spot width for one frequency step
(50 heating laser pulses). Then the whole process is re-
peated from implantation to desorption after increment-
ing the laser frequency of the value of one step. The delay
between implantation and desorption was chosen to be
four times the implantation duration (230.4 s). In these
conditions about 2.108 atoms of 182Ir were available for
one frequency step measurement. As each frequency step
takes around one minute, a wide HFS scan may last for
hours. The HFS is alternately scanned in ascending and
descending frequency from one spectrum measurement to
another in order to avoid systematic errors.
Influence of the graphite properties on the desorption
efficiency The desorption process has a major influence
on the overall efficiency of the system. It is in turn strongly
determined by the target-graphite properties. Four differ-
ent species of graphite substrate (Carbone-Lorraine) have
been tested on the COMPLIS system, denominated here
by 2318, 5890, Pyrolytique Normal (Pyr. N.) and Pyroly-
tique Transverse (Pyr. T.). The overall efficiencies for each
of them (see Tab. 1) are determined as the ratio between
the measured photo-ion number over the number of stable
Ir ions collected using the stable ion injector. The best ef-
ficiency is obtained in the case of a Pyr. N. sample while a
factor 2.5 and 5 less is obtained respectively for the 2318
and the 5890 (see Tab. 1). As for Pyr. T. no signal was
observed at all. In order to give a qualitative (if not quanti-
tative) explanation for the differences observed one should
give an estimate of the surface temperature reached dur-
ing the heating process. For that purpose we have followed
closely the approach of refs. [21,26]. A square laser pulse
of length t0 = 5 ns is assumed. We suppose that the energy
transmission process from the Nd:YAG laser beam to the
graphite surface is short enough (≈ 1 ps) as compared to
the heating duration t0 to be considered as instantaneous
and that normal heat diffusion equations apply. Consider-
ing a heating penetration depth negligible in front of the
heating surface, the geometry of the problem is simpli-
fied to the case of a surface heated semi-infinite medium
(no propagation parallel to the surface). This hypothesis
is verified a posteriori by the results of the calculation.
In those conditions, an estimation of the temperature
of the graphite surface during the Nd:YAG laser heating
pulse is given by :
T (t) = T0 +
2Π0
K
√
κt
pi
(1)
where t denotes the time from the beginning of the pulse,
T0 is the surface temperature before the pulse, K is the
thermal conductivity and κ is the diffusivity of the heat.
Π0 is the surface density of heat power, it has been mea-
sured to be of the order of 107 W.cm−2. The values of K
Table 1. Thermal properties of the graphite samples: K is
the thermal conductivity, κ is the diffusivity of heat. As these
quantities are temperature dependent, the values estimated for
a temperature of 2000 K (except ∗: for 800 K) which have been
used for the calculation are given inside brackets.  represents
the overall efficiency of the COMPLIS set-up measured for the
different species.
type name K κ 
W · cm−1 ·K−1 cm2 · s−1
poly-
crystalline
5890 0.9 (0.18) 0.657 (0.13) 3 · 10−7
poly-
crystalline
2318 0.9 (0.18) 0.647 (0.13) 6 · 10−7
pyro-
carbon
Normal ≈ 0.03 (0.03) ≈ 0.018 (0.018) 1.5 · 10−6
Trans-
verse
≈ 4 (0.8)∗ ≈ 2.42 (0.48)∗ ≈ 0
and κ given by Carbone-Lorraine for the tested graphite
samples are reported in Tab. 1. It is important to notice
the strong variation (at least one order of magnitude) of
these values between the two pyrocarbon samples. It sim-
ply reflects the graphite lattice structure anisotropy. The
use of the various numerical values reported in Tab. 1
leads to an equivalent surface temperature at the end of
the heating pulse of about 1900 K for the two polycrys-
talline samples 2318 and 5890. This temperature repre-
sents an intermediate value between 980 K for the Pyr. T.
and 3860 K for the Pyr. N.. These results fit nicely to the
qualitative trends of the efficiency observed. As could be
expected, the shallower the heating process takes place,
the higher the surface temperature is. It has to be noticed
however that the only reliable information may come from
the differences between the estimated temperatures since
the omission of the dissipation along the surface in the
calculation may lead to an overestimation of the absolute
values. The important point in Eq. 1 is to show that the
surface temperature follows linearly the heating power.
Therefore, to obtain reliable measurement conditions we
have realized a precise Nd:YAG-beam power control de-
vice made of a half-wave plate to rotate the laser polar-
ization angle followed by a fixed Glan-Foucault prism as
a polarizer; this allows to tune the laser power without
modifying the laser parameters and the beam alignment.
2.3 Interplay between resolution and efficiency
As usual when using RIMS techniques, resolution and ef-
ficiency are closely related on the COMPLIS system and
result from a delicate compromise. In order to make this
important point clearer we have to consider for simplicity
the overlap between the three ionization laser beams in-
side the pulsed atomic cloud as a parallelepiped with two
faces parallel to the graphite surface. The directions and
dimensions of such a parallelepiped (a, b, c) are defined in
Fig. 9 where the faces (a, b) are parallel to the graphite
surface.
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Fig. 9. Geometry of the ionization process: the ionization vol-
ume defined by the three laser beam spatial overlap is assumed
to be a parallelepiped of sides (a, b, c).
Resolution The Doppler broadening is due to the velocity
component of the atoms which is parallel to the direction
of the high resolution laser beam providing the hyperfine
transitions. The Nd:YAG desorption beam is focused in
a 20− 50 µm wide and 0.5 cm long segment defining the
surface of a pulsed thermal source (see Fig. 9). The ion-
ization volume (defined by a ' 1 mm and b = c ' 5 mm)
being far larger, the width of the pulsed atomic source
is considered point-like. In these geometrical conditions,
the maximum component of velocity of the atoms inside
the interaction region along the direction of the hyperfine
excitation beam is :
v//max =
a
2td
where td is defined as the time separating the desorption
pulses from the ionization shots and a the interaction box
dimension shown in Fig. 9. The full Doppler broadening
of the hyperfine lines is then given by [27]:
∆ν
ν
=
a
ctd
(2)
where it appears clearly that it depends not on the dis-
tance between the graphite and the activation volume but
only on the diffusion delay. This means that for a ' 1 mm,
a wavelength of λ = 351.5 nm and td = 12 µs which were
our measurement conditions, a resolution of ∆ν ' 240
MHz was the best to be expected. In the present work
we managed to obtain a resolution between 500 and 700
MHz. The broadening could have been reduced by decreas-
ing a and/or increasing td, but obviously at the expense of
the efficiency. The ionization volume decreases as a. The
consequence of the variation of td on the efficiency is less
trivial: it depends of the shape and velocity distribution
of the desorbed atomic cloud as we shall see now.
Influence of the desorption geometry on the efficiency
The Nd:YAG beam impact zone can be considered as
a thermal source of atoms at a temperature Ts, taken
approximately as the maximum surface temperature ob-
tained during the Nd:YAG pulse calculated above. We as-
sume a Maxwell distribution for the velocity of the des-
orbed atoms, corrected by a cos i factor (the angle î is
defined in Fig. 9 with 0 ≤ i ≤ pi2 ) representing an as-
sumed enhanced probability for forward angles [27]. Then
the mean number of atoms per unit of volume having their
velocity vector between v and v+dv in the case of a z-axis
rotation symmetric distribution is :
f(v)d3v ≡ C cos i exp
(
−1
2
mv2
kBTs
)
d3v
where v ≡ |v|. By replacing v by rtd and taking advantage
of the rotation symmetry around the z-axis one has :
f(r, cos i) dr d cos i =
2piCr2 cos i exp
(
− 1
2kBTs
mr2
t2d
)
dr d cos i
(3)
where r ≡ |r|. The normalization constant is :
C = 4
(
3
2pi
) 3
2 1
t3dv
3
rms
N
whereN is the total number of desorbed atoms and vrms is
the square root of the mean square velocity vrms ≡
(
v2
) 1
2
.
In our case, with atoms of mass ' 190 and assuming a sur-
face temperature of the order of the value obtained for a
Pyr. N., one obtains vrms ' 720 m·s−1. By integration
of Eq. 3 over the ionization volume, it is easy to calcu-
late the proportion of the desorbed atoms exposed to the
three laser beams. This probability is represented as a
function of the distance d for four different values of the
delay td in Fig. 10. One can see that for a given d the
probability shows a maximum for a given td. For instance
if one considers a distance d = 5 mm, then the maximum
probability is encountered for a diffusion delay td = 10 µs
and is equal to 2% only (experimental conditions were
td = 12 µs and d = 4.5 mm). Seeing the curves presented
in Fig. 10 it is tempting to perform the ionization closer
to the graphite surface and the sooner after the desorp-
tion. The choice for d is in fact limited by the electrode
positions 3 mm ≤ d ≤ 31 mm. Furthermore, from Eq. 2 it
is clear that decreasing td would result in degrading the
resolution, in order to recover the resolution it would then
be necessary to decrease a hence the ionization volume
and consequently the efficiency. All this shows that our
experimental conditions result, as indicated above, from a
compromise between resolution and efficiency.
Estimated efficiency The various contributions to the over-
all efficiency are listed in Tab. 2. A HFS frequency is se-
lected for the measurement and the corresponding transi-
tion rate is taken into account in the efficiency evaluation;
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0.15
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0.05
0
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d(mm)
Fig. 10. Probability for one desorbed atom to be inside the
ionization parallelepiped as a function of the distance d be-
tween the graphite surface and the three laser beam overlap
region after a diffusion delay of td = 5µs (dot-dashed line),
td = 10µs (dashed line), td = 15µs (dotted line) and td = 20µs
(solid line).
Table 2. Overall efficiency of the COMPLIS system.
Measured efficiency 10−6
Proportion of desorbed atoms 0.5
Ionization volume 0.02
Ionization process 0.1
COMPLIS line transmission 0.5
MCP detection efficiency 0.6
Estimated efficiency 3 · 10−4
Remaining factor 300
– The calculation of the proportion of desorbed atoms
was made by assuming a shallow gaussian distribution
of the atoms in the few first tens of A˚ in the graphite
substrate;
– The effect of the geometrical configuration of the ion-
ization process has been determined as just described;
– The efficiency of the ionization process has been esti-
mated in the context of the very similar RIS spectrom-
eter device PILIS [28,29];
– The value of the MCP detection efficiency is taken
from ref. [30].
Yet, the remaining factor is very large. One part of it
comes from the thermal population of metastable atomic
states during the desorption, these excited atoms are then
lost for the resonance ionization process. Despite the fact
that the surface-heating power is limited thanks to a care-
ful deceleration of the beam, the population of metastable
states seems to constitute an important factor of loss, im-
possible to control. The rest can originate from various
conjugate processes: a bad vertical overlap between the
implantation zone and the desorption focus segment, an
G
G
G M
G
G
G
−40 −30 −20 −10 0 +10 +20 +30 +40 +50 +60
relative frequency (GHz)
* *
* *
191Ir
189Ir
188Ir
187Ir
186Ir
185Ir
Fig. 11. Hyperfine spectra for some of the isotopes observed
during this experiment. For mass 186, a ∗ symbol indicates the
peaks which are attributed to the isomeric state. The center
of gravity positions of the various HFS are indicated by a “G”
symbol (and a “M” symbol for 186Irm) in order to underline
the isotope shift.
overestimated overlap between the different laser beams
and an overestimated overlap between the ionization re-
gion and the pulsed atomic cloud. A significant part of the
desorbed products may be ionized directly during the des-
orption process. Results rather similar have been reported
in ref. [6]: the theoretical overall efficiency has also been
estimated to be around 10−4 and the measured values ob-
tained with stable samples (10−5 for gold and 3.10−6 for
platinum) show a large missing factor too.
3 Analysis of the experimental data
3.1 Hyperfine spectra
The hyperfine spectra in the 4F 9
2
→ 6F 11
2
transition
at 351.5 nm have been recorded for the iridium isotopes
191,193Ir (stables), 182Ir to 189Ir and for the isomeric state
of 186Ir. Part of the spectra obtained during this experi-
ment are shown in Fig. 11. The A=186 case happens to
be the most special one and deserves a few comments.
Firstly the two long lived states show rather similar half-
lives (T 1
2
= 15.8 h for 186Irg and T 1
2
= 1.6 h for 186Irm)
and the two superimposed HFS had to be carefully disen-
tangled. Secondly, the HFS of the ground state spans more
than 100 GHz and exhibits a very large number of peaks
due to the high values for both the nuclear and atomic
spins. Since the maximum range of the monomode cavity
is limited to 30 GHz, the effective doubled-frequency scan
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Fig. 12. Partial recordings of the hyperfine spectra of 186Irg and 186Irm. The common peaks used in order to link the different
parts are indicated by doted lines. Each peak is identified by the labels of the hyperfine transitions displayed in the insert (the
relative intensities are indicated between parentheses). Peaks belonging to the isomeric state are indicated with ∗-symbols.
of the HFS is limited to 60 GHz. The various parts of the
spectrum were then linked by superposition of common
peaks as shown in Fig. 12. This procedure obviously leads
to a supplementary source of uncertainties in the deter-
mination of both the hyperfine constants and the position
of the HFS center of gravity. As can be seen by compar-
ing in Fig. 12 the insert and the experimental spectra,
the relative intensities of the peaks are far from being
in agreement with the expected relative intensities of the
transitions. This high variability of the ion signal probably
originates from inhomogeneities in the implanted popula-
tion and/or the quality of the graphite surface as it moves
under the Nd:YAG laser focus segment. Therefore each
section of the spectrum was recorded several times.
3.2 Magnetic dipole moments
The magnetic hyperfine interaction constants A have been
extracted from the recorded spectra; their values are re-
ported in table 3. Along with those results are also re-
ported the values of the magnetic dipole moments µI ex-
tracted from the hyperfine constants of the ground state
4F 9
2
. The value for the electronic shell magnetic field at
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Table 3. Experimental data on dipole hyperfine constants for the two atomic states 4F 9
2
and 6F 11
2
, magnetic moments extracted
from the 4F 9
2
data (see text) and values available in literature. The uncertainties were calculated by taking the peak positions
from each recording of the same spectrum (see text). Each measurement is considered as independent from the others, then one
set of frequency is obtained for each peak and was treated as a random sample.
mass Ipi A (GHz) µ (µN )
4F 9
2
6F 11
2
exp. lit. ref.
193 3
2
+
+0.06265537(2) [31]
+0.064(3) +0.308(4) +0.168(8) +0.1636(6) [31]
191 3
2
+
+0.05752128(3) [31]
+0.058(1) +0.288(3) +0.152(4) +0.1507(6) [31]
189 3
2
+
+0.056(2) +0.267(3) +0.147(7) 0.13(+8
−4) [32]
188 1− +0.187(6) +0.828(8) +0.33(1) 0.302(10) [33]
187 3
2
+
+0.065(3) +0.323(5) +0.17(1)
186g 5+ +0.43(2) +2.06(2) +3.8(2) 3.88(5) [32]
186m 2− −0.189(8) −0.86(1) −0.66(3) 0.638(8) [34]
185 5
2
−
+0.594(13) +2.83(1) +2.59(7) 2.605(13) [35]
184 5− +0.082(3) +0.374(4) +0.72(3) 0.695(5) [35]
183 5
2
−
+0.55(2) +2.593(9) +2.40(8)
182 3+ +0.49(3) +2.49(2) +2.6(2) 2.28(8) [36]
Table 4. Experimental data on quadrupole hyperfine constants for the two atomic states 4F 9
2
and 6F 11
2
; averaged values of
spectroscopic quadrupole moments extracted from the 4F 9
2
and 4F 11
2
data (see text) and values available in literature.
mass Ipi B (GHz) Qs (eb)
4F 9
2
6F 11
2
exp. lit. ref.
193 3
2
+
+0.4262355(2) [31]
+0.44(3) −0.75(3) +0.73(7) +0.751(9) [40]
191 3
2
+
+0.4712045(3) [31]
+0.48(2) −0.87(4) +0.82(8) +0.816(9) [40]
189 3
2
+
+0.49(1) −0.91(2) +0.85(7) +0.878(10) [4]
188 1− +0.27(2) −0.48(3) +0.46(5) +0.484(6) [4]
187 3
2
+
+0.50(2) −0.91(6) +0.9(1) +0.941(11) [4]
186g 5+ −1.5(5) +2.7(9) −2.6(9) −2.548(31) [4]
186m 2− +0.90(7) −1.51(8) +1.5(2) +1.456(17) [4]
185 5
2
−
−1.0(3) +1.8(2) −1.7(6) −2.06(14) [35]
184 5− +1.3(2) −3.0(2) +2.5(4) +2.1(3) [43,44]
183 5
2
−
−1.1(4) +1.9(6) −1.8(7)
182 3+ −1.1(4) +1.5(5) −1.7(6)
the nucleus H(0) used in this procedure has been deter-
mined from the expression :
A =
µI
I
H(0)
J
(where I and J stand for the total angular momenta of
the nuclear and atomic state respectively), using the very
precise values of A and magnetic moment for 191Ir from
[31] which are also reported in Tab. 3. This means that no
correction for the hyperfine anomaly has been taken into
account. This is justified by the size of our relative uncer-
tainties which range from 2.5% in the best case namely
the stable 191Ir to 7.5%. S. Bu¨ttgenbach et al. report a
value for the differential hyperfine anomaly of 191∆193exp =
−0.023(10)% [13] for the atomic ground state determined
from the ratio µI(
193Ir)/µI (
191Ir) = 1.0890(1) [37]. This
very small value which is explained by the presence of a
very pure configuration of two paired s-electrons in the
ground state as mentioned in section 1 is far beyond the
accuracy of our determination of the magnetic moments.
On the other hand the value of the differential hyperfine
anomaly is believed to be important in the excited lev-
els corresponding to a very pure configuration contain-
ing one unpaired s-electron plus one unpaired p-electron.
Bu¨ttgenbach et al. propose a value for the differential hy-
perfine anomaly for a pure s-electron configuration 191∆193s =
0.64(7)% [13] which happens to be in good agreement with
the value obtainable from the Moskowitz and Lombardi
empirical rule [38]. Anyway, the exact contribution of the
contact interaction of the unpaired s-electron to the hy-
perfine splitting as in the 5d
76s6p configuration of our
4F 11
2
excited level is unknown and a supplementary con-
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tribution should arise from the presence of a p 1
2
-electron.
Besides, the Moskowitz-Lombardi rule was established in
the case of s-electrons and nuclear spin I = l ± 12 . It may
be quite hazardous to apply it directly to some cases we
are concerned with, like 185Ir where, as we shall see latter,
the nuclear ground state is mainly of the h 9
2
spherical shell
nature and yet has a spin I = 5/2. For all those reasons
we used only the hyperfine constants of the 4F 9
2
levels for
the determination of the µI values.
3.3 Spectroscopic quadrupole moments
The spectroscopic quadrupole moments Qs listed in Tab.
4 were extracted from the B hyperfine electric constants :
B = eQsϕJJ (0)
where, using the usual notation, ϕJJ (0) is the vector gra-
dient of the electric field of the orbital electrons at the nu-
cleus. Though it was not precisely calculated in the case
of iridium the Sternheimer effect is believed to be impor-
tant. Murakawa and Kamei have determined experimen-
tally a very important anti-shielding coefficient due to the
5d electronic orbital R5d ' −0.4 in 139La, 175Lu and 201Hg
[39] which was confirmed by the calculation [41]. Tanaka
et al. report a value of R5d = −0.35(28) for 191Ir and
R5d = −0.32(28) for 193Ir by comparing the quadrupole
moments from electronic-atom experiments to the very
precise values they obtained by studying the hyperfine
structure of muonic M x rays [42]. It turns out from their
results that the Sternheimer effect should stay constant
for the different isotopes of the same element. Their value
of Qs = +0.816(9)eb (corrected for Sternheimer effect)
for 191Ir was used here along with the B = +0.4712045(3)
GHz value of ref. [31] for the 4F 9
2
state and our value of
B = −0.87(4) GHz for the 6F 11
2
state in order to deter-
mine the Qs values. We have chosen then to report in
Tab. 4 the mean values between the determinations com-
ing from the two different atomic states.
3.4 Isotope shift
The usual procedure is undertaken in order to extract the
mean square charge radius variations δ〈r2〉 from the mea-
sured IS. The shifts of the various HFS centers of gravity
measured from the one of the stable isotope 191Ir are given
in Tab. 5. The observed IS shift is the sum of a mass shift
(MS) and a volume (field) shift (FS):
∆νIS = ∆νMS +∆νFS
The MS which is composed of the normal mass shift (NMS)
and the specific mass shift (SMS) has been estimated as:
∆νMS = CA−Aref
AAref
where
C = CNMS + CSMS = 1± 0.5
1836.1
ν0
The contribution of the SMS has been taken as the semi-
empirical determination of Heilig and Steudel for a pure
transition of the s2 → sp type [45]:
∆νSMS = (0± 0.5)∆νNMS
The frequency value used for the fine structure transition
ν0 is 852979.0949 GHz [46]. The FS is written as the prod-
uct:
∆νFS = Fλ
where F is the atomic factor which contains the variation
of the electronic wave function at the nucleus during the
transition and is defined as [47]:
F =
2pi
3
Ze2
h
∆ |Ψ(0)|2
and λ which is usually called the nuclear parameter though
it contains some atomic information. Following the defini-
tion of the electronic factors Ci of Seltzer [48]:
∆νFS = Fλ = C1
(
δ〈r2〉+ C2
C1
δ〈r4〉+ C3
C1
δ〈r6〉 . . .
)
(4)
where the last term in parenthesis is taken for λ and con-
tains obviously the ratios of the electronic factors Ci. In
order to get good results the electronic charge density at
the nucleus was calculated with the newest version of the
ab initio fully relativistic Multiconfiguration Dirac Fock
Code [49] where the nuclear charge distribution was as-
sumed to have a spherical Fermi-type shape. A similar
approach has been adopted in the previous works on IS
in this region namely mercury [2], gold [50] and platinum
[9]. This leads to
4pi∆ |Ψ(0)|2 = −1026.24a−30
and by using the expression of the F factor:
F =
2pi2
3
c
α4
λ3c
Z 4pia30∆ |Ψ(0)|2
[
GHz · fm−2
]
we finally get:
F351 = −30.94 GHz · fm−2
The nuclear parameter values from the mass 191 reference:
λ191−A =
1
F351
(
∆ν191−AIS −∆ν191−AMS
)
(5)
are reported in Tab.5. The nuclear parameters λ are treated
using the two-parameter model where the global change in
the mean square charge radius is considered as resulting
from the cumulated effects of the change in the spherical
volume and in the shape:
δ〈r2〉 = δ〈r2〉sph + δ〈r2〉def
A uniform nuclear charge distribution within a purely ax-
ial shape is assumed so that the second order radial mo-
ment of the charge distribution results in [51]:
δ〈r2〉 = δ〈r2〉sph + 5
4pi
〈r2〉sphδβ22 (6)
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Table 5. Results from the Ir IS in the 4F9/2 →
6 F11/2 351.5 nm line. λ is the nuclear parameter obtained from Eq. 5, δ〈r
2〉
and δ(β22 ) are the solutions of the two-equation system Eq. 6 and Eq. 7. The uncertainties in the absolute value of the axial
deformation parameter 〈β22〉
1/2 originating from the errors in the determination of the reference value taken for 191Ir are not
taken into account here. The choice of this value is discussed in the text.
mass ∆ν191−A λ191−A δ〈r2〉191−A δ(β22 ) 〈β
2
2 〉
1/2
GHz
193 −2.00(1) +0.0655(8) +0.0691(8) −0.00319(7) 0.144(1)
191 0 0 0 0 0.155
189 +2.21(5) −0.072(2) −0.076(2) +0.0025(2) 0.163(1)
188 +4.03(8) −0.132(3) −0.140(4) +0.0016(3) 0.160(1)
187 +4.85(6) −0.158(3) −0.168(3) +0.0038(3) 0.167(1)
186g +2.16(7) −0.072(3) −0.073(4) +0.0166(3) 0.202(1)
186m +6.38(3) −0.208(2) −0.221(2) +0.0037(2) 0.167(1)
185 +3.60(5) −0.119(3) −0.123(3) +0.0168(3) 0.202(1)
184 +5.12(3) −0.168(2) −0.176(3) +0.0168(2) 0.202(1)
183 +5.93(7) −0.195(4) −0.203(4) +0.0190(4) 0.207(1)
182 +8.2(1) −0.269(6) −0.283(6) +0.0167(5) 0.202(1)
In order to take into account the influence of the higher
order terms of Eq. 4 the nuclear parameter is re-written
integrating two correction parameters x and y as [51]:
λ = (1 + x)δ〈r2〉sph + (1 + y) 5
4pi
〈r2〉sphδβ22 (7)
with
x =
C2
C1
10
7
R2 +
C3
C1
5
3
R4 (8)
y =
C2
C1
2R2 +
C3
C1
3R4 (9)
where R is the nuclear radius taken as R = r0A
1/3
. Recent
values for the Ci ratios were calculated by Torbhom et
al. in the framework of the multiconfiguration Dirac-Fock
method for the IIa and IIb group elements [47]. For Ir it
is necessary to take interpolated values:
C2
C1
= −1.12 · 10−3 fm2 C3
C1
= +3.45 · 10−6 fm4
which are the ones we used here. We give for comparison
the values of Seltzer [48]: C2/C1 = −1.04 · 10−3 fm2 and
C3/C1 = +2.80 · 10−6 fm4. The variation of the spheri-
cal charge radius 〈r2〉sph was calculated with the Droplet
Model [52] using the revised set of parameters of Myers
and Schmidt [53]. The values of the quantities δ〈r2〉 and
δβ22 are then obtained as the solution of the two-parameter
procedure from eqs. 6 and 7, they are reported in Tab. 5.
The absolute values of the axial deformation parameters
|β2| can be determined provided a value of β2 is known for
at least one reference isotope. We have used as a reference
the result from Mo¨ller and Nix [54] :
β2(191) = +0.155
This choice originates from the fact that this number
is very close to the average value between β2 = +0.140
which comes from the intrinsic quadrupole moment Q0
determined from the measured Qs assuming K = 3/2
for the projection of the nuclear angular momentum I on
the symmetry axis (see next section); and β2 = +0.176
which is obtained at the equilibrium in our HF+BCS cal-
culation using a 190Os core (see next section). The re-
sulting absolute values of β2 are reported in Tab. 5. Fig.
13 summarizes the situation. The variations of the charge
radius δ〈r2〉 are represented with respect to the stable ref-
erence isotope 191. The iso-deformation curves calculated
using the Droplet Model are drawn in Fig. 13 to under-
line the relative importance of the spherical and deformed
contributions to the global variation. An important fea-
ture emerges from this graphic which is the sudden rising
of the deformation between two mass regions on either
side of A = 186. On the heavier side the deformation in-
creases slowly from β2 ' 0.14 to 0.17 from mass 193 to
187 as the mean square charge radius diminishes following
a rather regular slope. The isomeric state of 186Ir lies ap-
proximately on the continuation of this slope. From mass
187 to mass 186 (ground state) the deformation suddenly
increases to β2 ' 0.2 and nearly keeps hanging on the
iso-deformation line around 0.2 until mass 182. The paral-
lelism between the experimental curve and Droplet Model
curve for β2 = 0.2 is striking and clearly shows that from
186Irg to 182Ir the reduction of the neutron number results
only in a variation of the spherical part of the bulk charge
distribution. At last, our results are compared with δ〈r2〉
results previously obtained in this mass-region in Fig. 14.
4 Discussion
We discuss the various data obtained on the odd and
doubly odd iridium nuclei during this experiment in the
framework of a model of an axially symmetric rotor plus
one or two quasiparticles (qp). This model has already
proved to be able to describe features in the energy spec-
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Fig. 13. Mean square charge radius variation of the Ir isotopic series obtained from the IS measurement. 191Ir is used as the
reference, with β2 = 0.155. Iso-deformation curves (see text) are indicated by dotted lines.
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Fig. 14. Mean square charge radius variation obtained from
the IS measurement for different isotopic series in the Pt region.
Isomeric states are represented by open circles.
tra of various nuclei both at low and high spins [55–60].
The number of successful results which have already been
obtained using this approach in the transitional Os-Pt-Hg
region [12,59,61,62] constitute a strong incentive to use it
again in the case of the iridium nuclei.
4.1 The rotor+1 or 2 qp approach
4.1.1 Quasi-particle states
The single particle (sp) wave functions are calculated us-
ing the Constrained Hartree-Fock (CHF) method [55], the
nuclear mean field being obtained in a self-consistent way
with the effective nucleon-nucleon interaction of the Skyrme
type using the SIII set of parameters [63]. The calculations
are limited to the case of an axially and time-reversal sym-
metric mean field. In order to explore the dependence of
the sp energies upon axial deformation, the core is con-
strained in the CHF procedure to have a definite value for
the intrinsic (mass) quadrupole moment Q20. The pair-
ing correlations are treated using the BCS approach and
assuming constant pairing strengths G0p and G0n for the
protons and the neutrons respectively. The HF wave func-
tions are expanded on a deformed harmonic oscillator ba-
sis (see [55]) limited to 13 major shells. The effect of the
truncation of the basis is limited by optimizing for each
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nucleus and each deformation the values of the oscillator
parameters q = ω⊥/ωz and b =
√
mω/h¯ with ω3 = ωzω
2
⊥
.
The CHF calculations are performed for the even-even
cores; then the odd nuclear states are described by the
one-qp states built on a BCS vacuum wave function of
that underlying core noted |BCS〉 [56] :∣∣χq〉 = η+q ∣∣BCS〉
for a given charge state q. The odd-odd nuclear states are
described by the two-qp states [60]:∣∣χnp〉 = η+n η+p ∣∣BCS〉
The expectation values of the particle number operator N̂
for a one-qp state or a two-qp state are given respectively
by
〈N̂〉 = A+ u2i − v2i
or
〈N̂〉 = A+ u2p − v2p + u2n − v2n
where A = 〈BCS|N̂ |BCS〉 and u2i and v2i stand for the
usual BCS occupation coefficients of the given qp state
in the core. Thus the one-qp wave function is considered
to represent the A + 1 or A − 1 nucleus depending on
the occupation factor values, the same applying for both
protons and neutrons in the case of doubly odd nuclei.
4.1.2 Coupling of the collective and individual degrees of
freedom
Besides the individual degrees of freedom inherent to the
qp description, collective degrees of freedom are imple-
mented which are considered as originating from the core
dynamical behavior assumed to be that of a pure axial
rotor. This is done by replacing the even-particle vacuum
energy part of the total energy of the nucleus by the ki-
netic energy of an axial rotor (for further details see refs.
[56] and [60]):
HR =
h¯2
2=R
2
The total hamiltonian then reads
(i) in the odd case:
H = λqN̂q +HR +
∑
Eqp(i)ηiη+i
for a given charge state q and single qp states i;
(ii) in the doubly odd case:
H =
∑
λqN̂q +HR
+
∑
Eqp(n)ηnη+n +
∑
Eqp(p)ηpη+p
+ Vresidual
for neutron qp states n et proton qp states p. Vresidual is
defined by Eq. 5 in Ref. [60]. The extension of the model
to the doubly odd nuclei is due to the work of Bennour
et al. [60]. The effective interaction SIII used in the CHF
calculations to get the qp wave functions is also used to
determine the residual part of the hamiltonian. This ap-
proach revealed itself to be successful in describing the
three test nuclei 160Tb, 174Lu and 238Np in ref. [60]. In
order to account for the deviation from the strictly rigid
rotor case, the value of the inertia parameter is allowed
to vary as a function of the core rotational angular mo-
mentum R. As in ref. [59], the values of h¯2/2=(R) were
deduced from the experimental core energies taken from
the rotational bands of the neighbouring even-even Os nu-
clei [64]. The Coriolis interaction which appears in HR is
non diagonal in the standard basis and leads to the mix-
ing of the K and K ± 1 qp states (K is the projection
of the total angular momentum on the symmetry axis).
In the case where K = 1/2 it also connects the two time
reversed components of the qp wave function χ 1
2
and χ
−
1
2
leading to a diagonal energy term governed by the intrinsic
decoupling parameter :
aint = −〈χ 1
2
|j+|χ− 1
2
〉
which is to play a significant role in our following analysis.
In any case, the total hamiltonian is diagonalized in the
qp basis including all the states within 5 MeV from the
Fermi level. For convenience a total nuclear state Ψ IM =∑
K C
I
Kψ
I
KM will then be designated by the Nilsson label
IKpi[N n3 Λ] of its main component on the vectors of the
standard basis ψIKM as defined in [56].
For the odd nuclei the full wave function including the
Coriolis mixing is used for the calculation of the static mo-
ments. Only the collective part of the intrinsic quadrupole
moment was taken into account in the calculation of the
spectroscopic quadrupole moments. The magnetic moments
were calculated following the method of ref. [58] using the
approximation gR = Z/A for the value of the effective g-
factor for the rotational motion. In the case of the doubly
odd nuclei, the calculation for this quantity was restricted
to pure K neutron-proton configurations using the expres-
sion [65]:
µI =
K
I + 1
(
gKpKp + gKnKn + gR
I2 + I −K2
K
)
where gKp and gKn are the g-factors associated with re-
spectively the sp proton and neutron states in the de-
formed HF field. These quantities are defined in refs. [66,
67] as:
gK =
1
K
(Kgl + (gs − gl)〈χK |s3|χK〉)
where gl and gs are the orbital and the spin g-factors re-
spectively. When using this µI formula it is important to
remember that, in the case where the two angular mo-
ment projections on the symmetry axis Kp and Kn are
anti-aligned, the K ≥ 0 convention leads to:
– place a minus sign before Kp when Kn > Kp;
– place a minus sign before Kn when Kp > Kn.
The calculation of the quantity 〈χK |s3|χK〉 was performed
in the spherical basis using the overlaps 〈βjK|αK〉 of the
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Eq. [9] of ref. [56] generated by the CHF program. This
means that no Coriolis effects were taken into account
in our calculations of the magnetic moment of the odd-
odd nuclei except the effects due to the diagonal term
which are associated with the so-called magnetic decou-
pling parameter b0, defined for instance in ref. [67]. This
parameter enters explicitly in the calculation of the mag-
netic moment of a state Ψ IM = C
I
0ψ
I
0M + C
I
1ψ
I
1M of a
pure Kp = Kn = 1/2 neutron-proton configuration (i.e.
no contribution from I = 0 or I = 1 states of any other
neutron-proton configuration) as can be seen in the Eq.
[2] of ref. [68].
4.1.3 Limitations
Our approach suffers however from important limitations.
The first one is the non-conservation of the particle num-
ber, this is a severe restriction in a mass region where po-
larization effects due the unpaired particle(s) are known
to be of importance and especially to play a role in the
stabilization of the nuclear shape. Besides it has been
shown that a significant improvement in the description
of global the properties the odd-nuclei was obtained when
the qp states are created by perturbation on a fully self-
consistently determined odd-particle core [69]. The second
limitation is the restriction to a static axially symmetric
core. Shape mixing is then obviously neglected while it is
well known also to be a major issue in this mass region : it
has been the object of various detailed theoretical studies
among which one can mention the work of Ref. [70] on the
light Hg nuclei. However the configuration mixing problem
revealed itself much more involved than expected as was
shown in Ref. [71]. In that work, HF+BCS calculations
were performed in the approximation of the expectation
value method using the same nucleon-nucleon interaction
as here (Skyrme SIII) and Bohr dynamics for soft nuclei
of different mass regions. For 186Pt in particular, a con-
tinuous decrease of the pairing force by only 10% is seen
to by sufficient to induce a displacement of the 0+1 wave
function density in the (β, γ) sextan from the oblate side
to the prolate side via complete γ-softness. More recently
(state of the art) Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov (HFB) calcu-
lations were performed by the group of Bruye`res-le-Chaˆtel
[72] using the D1S Gogny force [73]. The potential energy
surfaces (PES) obtained for 180,184,186,192Os are shown in
Fig. 15. The PES for 192Os shows a mexican-hat shaped
minimum which is characteristic of a completely γ-soft
nucleus. As neutrons are removed, the energy minimum
approaches the prolate edge, at mass 180 the PES is char-
acteristic of a clearly prolate nucleus. This evolution is
somewhat expectable from empirical considerations : the
well known values of spin and parity of the odd Ir nu-
clei ground states undergo a sudden change when going
away from stability : 3/2+ for A=193 (stable), 191 (sta-
ble), 189 and 187 and then, 5/2− for A=185 and 183. It
has been shown that the 5/2− ground state of 185Ir can be
interpreted as being the band-head of a strongly Coriolis
perturbed rotational band built on the 1/2−[541] Nilsson
orbital [59] and the same conclusion can be drawn for the
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Fig. 15. Potential energy surface V (β, γ) calculated for
180,184,186,192Os obtained in the constrained HFB calculations
[72]. Contours are separated by 1 MeV.
5/2− ground state of 183Ir [74]. On the other hand, the
3/2+ ground state of 187,189,191,193Ir belongs to a posi-
tive parity group which is more difficult to represent in
static calculations (whether the triaxial degree of freedom
is released or not [75]). This is coherent with the general
trend of the PES obtained in the constrained HFB calcu-
lations shown in Fig. 15 even though no dramatic change
is visible between A=186 and A=184 as could have been
expected from both the δ〈r2〉 jump observed in this exper-
iment and the change in ground state spin and parity just
mentioned. As a conclusion, it is clear that it is for the
Ir isotopes with a mass lower than (or equal to) 186 that
our approach is the most legitimate. Our conclusions con-
cerning the heavier isotopes will have to be taken keeping
in mind the present caveat paragraph.
4.2 The odd nuclei A=183, 185, 187, 189, 191, 193
Since we were bound to strictly axial symmetry, we had
to decide whether a prolate or an oblate shape should
be assumed. One way to decide was to perform an un-
constrained calculation for both signs of deformation and
compare the obtained quadrupole and magnetic moments
to the experimental results. These quantities are indeed
very sensitive to the deformation sign since the intrinsic
quadrupole moment has opposite sign and the magnetic
moment value is generally very sensitive to the exact na-
ture of the single particle orbitals involved in the nuclear
state. This comparison is reported as an example in Tab.
6 for 193Ir using a 192Os core. The observed positive sign
of the spectroscopic moment is only obtained in the pro-
late calculation. In addition, the only way to reproduce a
magnetic moment value as small as the observed one is
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Table 6. Results of the rotor+1 qp calculations for 193Ir using a 192Os core with deformation values at equilibrium for both
the prolate and oblate shapes. The states are labeled as described in paragraph 4.1.
192Os core oblate prolate
total energy (MeV) −1515.4262 −1516.3704
deformation β2 = −0.160 β2 = +0.154
states 3
2
3
2
+
[431] 3
2
3
2
+
[402]
Coriolis mixing 90%
˙
HF
ψ 3
2
3
2
¸
+ 9.4%
˙
HF
ψ 3
2
1
2
¸
+ . . . 99.6%
˙
HF
ψ 3
2
3
2
¸
+ 0.4%
˙
HF
ψ 3
2
1
2
¸
Qscalc (b) −0.731 +0.866
Qsexp (b) +0.75(7) (this work)
+0.751(9) ([32])
0.6 gsfree 1.0 gsfree 0.6 gsfree 1.0 gsfree
µcalc(µN ) +1.107 +1.114 +0.479 −0.156
µexp (µN ) +0.166(7) (this work)
+0.1637(6) [32]
Table 7. Calculated and experimental values of the magnetic and spectroscopic quadrupole moments for the odd Ir isotopes.
The first values are those from literature and the second ones, those obtained in this experiment. The references are the same
as in tabs. 3 and 4. ∗note: the unpaired particle contribution has been neglected (see text).
nucleus β2 core µ
exp (µN ) µ
th (µN ) Q
exp
s (b) Q
th
s (b)
IKpi [Nn3Λ] (from IS) β2 literature rotor+1qp literature rotor+1qp
∗
this work gfrees 0.6 g
free
s this work
193Ir +0.144 192Os +0.1636(6) −0.147 +0.485 +0.751(9) +0.788
3/2 3/2+[402] +0.141 +0.168(8) +0.73(7)
191Ir +0.155 190Os +0.1507(6) −0.154 +0.482 +0.816(9) +0.867
3/2 3/2+[402] +0.155 +0.152(4) +0.82(8)
189Ir +0.163 188Os 0.13(4) −0.153 +0.482 +0.878(10) +0.924
3/2 3/2+[402] +0.166 +0.147(7) +0.85(7)
187Ir +0.167 186Os - −0.151 +0.485 +0.941(11) +0.960
3/2 3/2+[402] +0.173 +0.17(1) +0.9(1)
185Ir +0.202 184Os 2.605(13) +1.38 +2.06 −2.06(14) −1.46
5/2 1/2−[541] +0.206 +2.59(7) −1.7(6)
183Ir +0.207 182Os - +1.37 +2.02 - −1.51
5/2 1/2−[541] +0.207 +2.40(8) −1.8(7)
for a positive deformation. In that case, it appears that
this value is very sensitive to the effective gs; however the
experimental value lies in between the two limits adopted
for the calculation 0.6 gfrees and g
free
s . Finally it can be
noted that the binding energy of the ground state is higher
in the prolate case. This comparison is qualitatively the
same for A=191,189 and 187 using respectively the Os
core with A=190, 188 and 186. Therefore, a prolate shape
was assumed in the axial calculations for all the even cores
in order to describe the ground states of the odd Ir nuclei
from A=183 to 193.
Once the sign of the deformation was determined, the
calculations were done at different deformation values (con-
strained or equilibrium) for the even Os cores with A=182
to 192 and the even Pt cores with A=184 to 194. As an
illustration, the sp energies in the Hartree-Fock field of
182,184,186Os are plotted as a function of the deformation
in Fig. 16. The sp orbitals located above the Fermi level
will obviously be involved in the Ir low-lying level descrip-
tion. The relative energies of the band heads calculated
using the rotor+1qp approach are represented in Fig. 17.
With the Os cores, the calculations predict a 5/2+[402]
state as the ground state. However, the occupation proba-
bility of this state, about 0.9, indicates that it is expected
to be located at low energy in the Re nuclei but not in
the Ir ones, which is actually observed. The 5/2+ state is
indeed the ground state of the odd 179−189Re nuclei. The
first qp state with v2 ≤ 0.5, i.e. expected at low energy in
the Ir nuclei, is the 3/2+[402] or 5/2 1/2−[541] state for
the Os cores with A≥184 or A=182 and 184 respectively.
This is in agreement with the experimental spin and parity
values. The qp states obtained with the Pt cores are gen-
erally empty (v2 < 0.5) and consequently better suited to
describe the states of the Au nuclei. Therefore, the exper-
imental magnetic and spectroscopic quadrupole moments
are compared with the values calculated using the Os qp
wave functions. These different values are reported in Tab.
7.
4.2.1 Analysis of the magnetic moments
For 187,189,191,193Ir, despite the great sensitivity of the cal-
culated magnetic moments to the variation of geffs which
has already been noted above, the low absolute value and
the sign of the moments can be reproduced only for a
3/2+[402] state. The best possibility to account for the
183Ir and 185Ir experimental magnetic moment values is
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Fig. 16. Energies of the neutron and proton sp-states in the HF field of the even-even cores 186Os (N=110), 184Os (N=108)
and 182Os (N=106) as a function of the axial deformation parameter. The Fermi levels are indicated with thick grey lines. The
values of the axial deformation parameter at which the calculations were performed are indicated on the horizontal axis. The
deformation values obtained for equilibrium (constraint free calculations) are indicated by arrows, those of the odd Ir nuclei
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Fig. 17. First states of the rotational bands observed in the odd isotopes 183−193Ir compared to the results of the rotor+1qp
calculations using the corresponding 182−192Os and 184−194Pt even cores. The calculations were done for deformation values
close to those extracted from the IS measurement. The β2 values are reported at the bottom of the graphs.
by considering a 5/2 1/2−[541] state. In that case, as can
be seen in Tab. 7, in order to improve the agreement with
the experimental values it is necessary to use a very de-
pressed geffs factor, even lower than 0.6g
free
s . This would
be the evidence of a very strong polarization effect. It
is interesting to notice that the discrepancy between the
calculated and observed µ values has previously been dis-
cussed, at least in the case of 185Ir: see [35] and references
therein. The polarization in particular has been pointed
out recurrently either directly or not. For instance, consid-
ering a pure Nilsson 5/2 1/2−[541] orbital the calculated
185Ir magnetic moment obtained by Ekstro¨m et al. [65] is
µcalc = +1.31µN for gs = g
free
s and µ
calc = +1.76 µN
for gs = 0.6g
free
s . Van Walle et al. performed a Nilsson +
pairing + Coriolis mixing calculation for β2 ' 0.20− 0.25
and a low value for the effective gs: g
eff
s = 0.5− 0.6gfrees .
In those conditions they obtained a value between +2.2µN
and +2.5µN [76] for a 5/2
− state having a component of
90% on 1/2−[541] and 10% on 3/2−[532]. From this result
they concluded that the experimental magnetic moment
could only be accounted for by considering the Coriolis
mixing. Ohya et al. also made an estimate for µ taking
into account the influence of the Coriolis effects by con-
sidering an effective magnetic decoupling parameter beff0
deduced from the effective decoupling parameter aeff of
the experimental rotational band. The obtained value is in
good agreement with the experiment if a low geffs is used:
µcalc = +2.5µN for gs = 0.6g
free
s [35]. The agreement be-
tween the experimental 185Ir rotational band built on the
5/2− state and the result of our calculations is quite sat-
isfactory as can be seen in Fig. 18. This means that the
the Coriolis effects are well reproduced in our description.
Our calculation using the 184Os core at β2 = +0.206 gives
5/2 “1/2−[541]” = 85.5%〈1/2−[541]〉+ 14.5%〈3/2−[532]〉.
This is consistent with the result of van Walle et al.. We
can also confirm that the increase of the Coriolis mixing
could lead to an increase of the magnetic moment value:
for instance in the case of 5/2− state obtained with a
186Pt core at β2 = +0.206, the Coriolis mixing is higher:
5/2 “1/2−[541]” = 78.4%〈1/2−[541]〉+ 21.6%〈3/2−[532]〉
which gives for the magnetic moment: µcalc = +1.39µN
and µcalc = +2.10µN for gs = g
free
s and gs = 0.6g
free
s re-
spectively. The maximum value which we could obtain in
our calculations was µcalc = +2.17µN using a
186Pt core
at β2 = +0.155 with gs = 0.6g
free
s corresponding with a
81%1/2−[541] wave function.
It is therefore tempting to conclude that the origin
of the increased value of the 185Ir magnetic moment as
compared to what could be expected from a pure Nilsson
1/2−[541] orbital is twofold: (i) strong Coriolis effects and
(ii) a very low effective gs value of about 0.5 − 0.6gfrees
which could be the indication of a strong polarization ef-
fect. We will see in par. 4.4 that we have reasons to think
that those two effects are correlated. It is clear from both
the values of Tab. 7 and the good agreement between the-
ory and experiment in Fig. 18, that the same conclusions
can be drawn for 183Ir.
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Fig. 18. Lower part of the experimental and calculated
ground-state rotational bands for 183Ir and 185Ir. The defor-
mation parameters extracted from the IS measurement as well
as the calculated Os core and constraint deformations are in-
dicated at the bottom of the level schemes.
4.2.2 Analysis of the spectroscopic quadrupole moments
The analysis of the quadrupole moments should provide
more detailed information on the ground state wave func-
tions and especially on their composition on the standard
basis originating from the Coriolis mixing. From the pro-
ton sp diagram in Fig. 16 we expect some mixing between
the 3/2+[402] and 1/2+[400] orbitals for the positive par-
ity states and the 1/2−[541] and 3/2−[532] for the neg-
ative parity states. In the adiabatic (or strong) coupling
limit for the rotor, the spectroscopic Qs and intrinsic Q0
quadrupole moments are related by the simple relation :
Qs =
3K2 − I(I + 1)
(I + 1)(2I + 3)
Q0 (10)
Furthermore, the deformation parameter β2 corresponds
to the moment of order two of the intrinsic shape and is
related to Q0 by [77]:
Q0 =
3√
5pi
ZR20β2
(
1 +
2
7
√
5
pi
β2 +
1
14pi
β22 − . . .
)
We have restricted this development to the second order.
Then it is possible to estimate the spectroscopic quadrupole
moment assuming different pure K states and using the
Table 8. Spectroscopic quadrupole moments for different as-
sumed K values and using Q0(IS) (see text). The experimental
values are given again for comparison. They are taken from lit-
erature when the precision is better than ours (cf Tab. 4) that
is in every case except 183Ir for which no value was available
before our experiment.
nucleus Kpi Qs(IS) (b) Qs(exp) (b)
193Ir 1/2+ −0.849 +0.751(9)
3/2+ +0.849
191Ir 1/2+ −0.911 +0.816(9)
3/2+ +0.911
189Ir 1/2+ −0.954 +0.878(10)
3/2+ +0.954
187Ir 1/2+ −0.972 +0.941(11)
3/2+ +0.972
185Ir 1/2− −1.69 −2.06(14)
3/2− −0.42
183Ir 1/2− −1.72 −1.8(7)
3/2− −0.43
Q0(IS) values obtained with the 〈β22〉1/2 values extracted
from the IS measurements. These “pure K” values are re-
ported in Tab. 8.
For the positive parity ground states of 187−193Ir the
two QKs(IS) values for K = 1/2 and K = 3/2 are of the
same amplitude but have opposite signs. Then the actual
value of the spectroscopic quadrupole moment can be ac-
counted for by including a component of about 5% of the
1/2+[400] orbital in the wave function. Since the two rota-
tional bands built on the 3/2+[402] and 1/2+[400] Nilsson
orbitals are well identified (see [78] and references therein),
their mixing and the decoupling parameter (for K = 1/2)
can be extracted from the experimental spectra e.g. by
applying the method of inversion of the eigenvalue prob-
lem [79]. This analysis leads to a K = 1/2 component of
about 7.5% which is in good agreement with the result de-
duced from the quadrupole moments. But it is in contrast
with the results of the calculations which give a very pure
ground state 3/2+[402]. This feature comes directly from
the fact that the calculated energy separation between
the 3/2+[402] and 1/2+[400] orbitals as seen in Fig. 16 is
greater by nearly a factor 2 than the difference extracted
from the rotational band analysis. This explains the slight
difference between the theoretical and experimental values
of Qs for
187−193Ir (Tab. 7), but the agreement is sufficient
to assign the Nilsson label.
For the negative parity ground states of 183Ir and 185Ir
the comparison of Tab. 8 would give a very pure K = 1/2
state. Unfortunately, for 183Ir our uncertainties allow any
possible K = 1/2 and K = 3/2 mixing and our result
is the only value presently available. However, as shown
in Fig. 19, many measurements have been performed on
185Ir. The weighted average (−2.09±0.11) exceeds (in ab-
solute value) the limit for a completely pureK = 1/2 wave
function, which is somewhat surprising. The 1/2−[541] is
an intruder state of opposite parity stemming from the
1h 9
2
spherical orbital above the Z=82 gap so that no other
K = 1/2 negative parity orbital is available for mixing. If
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Fig. 19. Experimental Qs values for
185Ir available in the liter-
ature: from Static nuclear Orientation with γ detection: Hagn
et al. [43] and Allsop et al. [44] and from Nuclear Magnetic
Resonance on Oriented Nuclei: Eder et al. [80] and Ohya et al.
[35]. A thick dashed line indicates the weighted average of the
experimental values and the hatched zone represents the prob-
able error of the mean. The others thin dashed lines correspond
to different K mixing situations.
the result of this Qs analysis indicates a 100% 1/2
−[541]
wave function for the 185Ir ground state then the pertur-
bation of the rotational band must originate exclusively
from the diagonal Coriolis term proportionally to the de-
coupling parameter. This is in fact impossible: the maxi-
mum value for this parameter corresponding with the situ-
ation of a completely decoupled proton motion i.e. a pure
1h 9
2
valence proton orbital, is a = +5 as a result of the
expression for this parameter in the spherical basis :
a =
∑
j
(−1)j− 12
(
j +
1
2
)
C2Ω= 1
2
j
taking CΩ= 1
2
j the component on the |Ω = 12 j〉 spheri-
cal orbital equal to one. Actually our calculations for 185Ir
correspond to a well decoupled (rotation aligned) situation
with a = +4.43 for 183Ir (182Os core and β2 = +0.207) and
a = +4.49 for 185Ir (184Os+1qp and β2 = +0.206). An-
other calculation using the Nilsson model made for 185Ir
by Andre´ et al. [81] which fits the experimental levels gives
an even higher value: a = +4.8. The upper limit for the
decoupling parameter would lead to a 5/2 band-head and
a closed first excited level I=1/2. This is in contrast with
the experimental situation as shown in Fig. 18 where we
can see a very low I=9/2 first excited state. The experi-
mental situation of a quasi-degeneracy between the I=5/2
ground state and I=9/2 corresponds to a much higher ef-
fective decoupling parameter aeff ' +7.5 which is the ev-
idence of a supplementary perturbation coming from the
non-diagonal term of the Coriolis interaction. The good
agreement which is observed in Fig. 18 between the cal-
culated and experimental rotational bands (especially the
lower part) confirms this statement and as shown in the
previous paragraph the ground state wave function con-
tains a significant amount of the 3/2−[532] orbital (e.g.
14.5% for 185Ir). However, one must not forget that the
reference for the deformation parameter is β2 = +0.155
for 191Ir. The disconcerting result of the Qs analysis could
simply originate from the fact that this reference value was
underestimated. But if the core deformation is increased
in the calculations the 3/2−[532] component in the wave
function tends to be lower, resulting in a serious worsen-
ing of the rotational band aspect while the improvement
of the calculated Qs value is meaningless.
The traditional analysis of Qs seems to be mislead-
ing for the two odd nuclei 183Ir and 185Ir. As in the case
of the strong magnetic moment suppression observed for
those two nuclei, a tentative explanation for this anoma-
lous feature will be proposed in section 4.4.
4.3 The odd-odd nuclei A=182,184,186,186m,188
The determination of the neutron-proton configuration
dominating the ground and long-lived states of these odd-
odd nuclei has generally been subject to many discussions
in both in-beam and radioactivity γ-spectroscopy works.
We hope to provide here some supplementary indications
on the nature of isomeric and ground states by analyzing
our results on the nuclear moments. We can undertake the
study of the quadrupole moments as before to determine
the K values and if possible put an upper limit on the
Coriolis mixing. This is done in Tab. 9 in a similar way as
in Tab. 8: a prolate intrinsic shape was assumed except in
the case of 188Ir where there is still room for doubt. Fur-
thermore we compare the experimental magnetic moments
to the calculated values in order to discriminate the best
candidates for the proton-neutron configurations. As men-
tioned previously the present development of the model for
the odd-odd nuclei does not allow the calculation of the
spectroscopic quadrupole moments for the doubly-odd nu-
clei. The magnetic moments were only calculated for pure
K proton-neutron configuration states.
188Ir The 188Ir ground state was assigned a I = 1 spin
by Eder et al. [33]. Kreiner et al. have constructed a zero-
order approximation level scheme from the experimental
energies of the low lying neutron state in the isotone 187Os
and the interpolated proton energies from the two odd
neighbouring Ir nuclei 185Ir and 187Ir [82]. From this they
suggest a configuration ν1/2−[510] ⊗ pi3/2+[402] for the
ground state. This procedure implicitly assumes a pro-
late shape for this state and we have no further indica-
tion that would completely rule out the possibility of an
oblate shape. In the hypothesis of an oblate shape one
can expect from Tab. 9 a K-mixed I = 1 state with
68%(K = 0) + 32%(K = 1). Oblate states with K = 1/2
which could lead to such a mixed I = 1 state in the odd-
odd case do appear in the calculations at low energy. For
instance, using a 188Pt core with β2 = −0.172, one ob-
tains for the neutrons a 1/2− band head of the perturbed
ν1/2−[530] band at 476 keV and for the protons a 11/2−
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Table 10. Magnetic moments calculated for pure (see text) neutron-proton configurations using the single particle states in
the Os even cores and assuming different K values. Comparison with the experimental results from literature (refs. are in Tab.
3) and this work.
nucleus / core (β2) configuration K µ (µN ) (th.) µ (µN ) (exp.)
gfrees 0.6 g
free
s literature this work
188Ir / 186Os (0.173) ν1/2−[510] ⊗ pi3/2+[402] K = 1 +0.49 +0.77 0.302 +0.31(1)
ν3/2−[512] ⊗ pi1/2+[400] K = 1 −0.51 −0.23
186Irg / 184Os (0.206) ν1/2−[510] ⊗ pi1/2−[541] K = 0 +2.09 +2.09 3.88(5) +3.7(2)
K = 1 +1.88 +1.98
50%[K = 0] + 50%[K = 1] +3.93 +3.87
ν1/2−[521] ⊗ pi1/2−[541] K = 0 +2.09 +2.09
K = 1 +2.11 +2.11
50%[K = 0] + 50%[K = 1] +2.79 +3.00
186Irm / 184Os (0.164)) ν1/2−[510] ⊗ pi3/2+[402] K = 1 +0.87 +1.1 0.638(8) −0.63(3)
K = 2 −0.98 +0.05
ν1/2−[521] ⊗ pi3/2+[402] K = 1 +0.51 +0.85
K = 2 −0.28 +0.47
ν7/2−[503] ⊗ pi3/2+[402] K = 2 −0.50 −0.72
ν3/2−[512] ⊗ pi3/2+[402] K = 0 +0.84
ν3/2−[512] ⊗ pi1/2+[400] K = 1 +0.21 +0.40
K = 2 +2.9 +1.9
184Ir / 182Os (0.214) ν9/2+[624] ⊗ pi1/2−[541] K = 4 −0.23 +0.10 0.696(5) +0.69(3)
K = 5 −0.81 −0.16
182Ir / 180Os (0.202) ν1/2−[521] ⊗ pi1/2−[541] K = 0 +1.27 2.28(8) +2.64(19)
K = 1 +1.34 +1.32
50%[K = 0] + 50%[K = 1] +1.98 +2.72
band head of the mixed pi{1/2−[530], 1/2−[521]} band at
342 keV. On the other hand, as was shown in Ref. [83]
there is no firm experimental evidence of oblate states
in the odd nuclei of this region. Therefore we will restrict
ourselves to the prolate hypothesis, which indicates a very
pure K = 1 wave function. From the previous analysis
on the odd isotopes we can expect a pi 3/2+[402] proton
state with a significant contribution of the pi 1/2+[400] or-
bital. Besides, the two rotational bands built on the neu-
tron sp states ν 1/2−[510] and ν 3/2−[512] are known
to be intimately mixed in the neighbouring odd-neutron
nuclei. This is especially true in the isotone 187Os [84]
where the analysis of the level scheme leads to a situ-
ation where these two single particle states are quasi-
degenerate. Thus five components are expected to be in-
volved to describe the I=1 188Ir ground state: the favored
ν 1/2−[510] ⊗ pi 3/2+[402] configuration with K=1, the
favored and unfavored ν 1/2−[510]⊗ pi 1/2+[400] config-
uration with K=1 and K=0 respectively, the unfavored
ν 3/2−[512] ⊗ pi 3/2+[402] configuration with K=0 and
the favored ν 3/2−[512] ⊗ pi 1/2+[400] with K=1. The
three favored components which can contribute have K=1,
which could explain the pure K=1 state indicated by the
measured Qs value. The rotor+2qp hamiltonian has been
diagonalized in the space constituted by the proton and
Table 9. Same as Tab. 8 for the odd-odd isotopes.
nucleus Q0(IS) (b) K Qs(IS) (b) Qs(exp) (b)
188Ir +4.66 0 −0.932 +0.484(6)
(I=1) 1 +0.466
−4.66 0 +0.932
1 −0.466
186Irg +5.93 0 −2.281 −2.548(31)
(I=5) 1 −2.053
2 −1.368
3 −0.228
4 +1.368
5 +3.421
186Irm +4.87 0 −1.391 +1.456(17)
(I=2) 1 −0.696
2 +1.391
184Ir +5.88 0 −2.262 +2.1(3)
(I=5) 1 −2.035
2 −1.357
3 −0.226
4 +1.357
5 +3.392
182Ir +5.84 0 −1.947 −1.7(6)
(I=3) 1 −1.460
2 0.
3 +2.433
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neutron qp states which are expected at low energy
neutron qp states: proton qp states:
ν9/2+[624] pi1/2+[400]
ν11/2+[615] pi3/2+[402]
ν1/2−[521] pi1/2−[541]
ν1/2−[510] pi3/2−[532]
ν3/2−[512]
ν7/2−[503]
When the residual proton-neutron interaction is not in-
cluded, the ground state is predicted to be a 1− state of
main component on ν1/2−[510] ⊗ pi3/2+[402]:〈
1−
〉
= 66.2%
〈
ν1/2−[510]⊗ pi3/2+[402]〉 K = 1
+33.7%
〈
ν3/2−[512]⊗ pi3/2+[402]〉 K = 0
When the residual proton-neutron interaction is included,
the ν7/2−[503] ⊗ pi3/2+[402] configuration becomes the
ground state with a band head I=2 while the 1−
[
ν1/2−[510]
⊗ pi3/2+[402]] level is pushed 145 keV above. In some cal-
culations using other cores we have also obtained such a
phenomenon where a configuration involving the ν7/2−[503]
orbital is favored by the residual proton-neutron interac-
tion. This phenomenon is not well understood. The main
component of the calculated I=1 band head located at
the lowest energy in the calculation including the residual
proton-neutron interaction is ν1/2−[510]⊗ pi3/2+[402]:〈
1−
〉
= 82.6%
〈
ν1/2−[510]⊗ pi3/2+[402]〉 K = 1
+14.8%
〈
ν3/2−[512]⊗ pi1/2+[400]〉 K = 1
The magnetic moment calculated for those two K = 1
states are given in Tab. 10. The agreement is consistent
with a ν1/2−[510] ⊗ pi3/2+[402] major component and
gs ' gfrees .
In conclusion, for 188Ir a good agreement between all the
experimental results and the calculated ones is obtained
for a prolate shape and a ν1/2−[510]⊗pi3/2+[402] config-
uration as proposed by Kreiner et al. [82].
186Irg The mass 186 is the exact point where the sudden
increase of the deformation occurs. A high spin value of
I = 5 has first been determined for the ground state of
186Ir from the ABMR method [85]. Later on, the ground
state was mainly associated with Ipi = 5+ in most of
the literature (see e.g. [86]). The assignment of K has
been more debatable [87], but it was concluded that the
186Ir ground state should correspond to a strong mix-
ing of K = 0 and K = 1 [87]. Kreiner et al. have then
clearly identified a ∆I = 2 rotational band above the
ground state [88] characteristic of a strong double-decou-
pling situation which cannot appear but for a prolate
shape. The neutron-proton configuration of the ground
state has been widely discussed in the past in order to
explain this double-decoupling feature. A strong double-
decoupling situation mainly originates from the non-dia-
gonal part of the Coriolis interaction which connects the
two K = 0 and K = 1 states of the same proton-neutron
configuration involving two Ω = 12 intrinsic states:
〈1
2
1
2
K = 0
∣∣∣Hcor∣∣∣1
2
1
2
K = 1
〉
=
− h¯
2
2=0
√
I(I + 1)
[
an + (−1)(I+1)ap
]
The nature of the proton state was understood to be the
pi 1/2−[541], orbital which we confirm since the measured
deformation parameter β2 = (+)0.202 corresponds to a
situation where this orbital is brought down to the ground
state (see figs. 16 and 17). The nature of the neutron state
was more questionable. In order to explain the doubly-
decoupled character of a rotational band both the proton
and the neutron must be decoupled, that is |ap| ≥ 1 and
|an| ≥ 1, as was shown by Emery et al. [89]. Therefore
Ω = 12 neutron states situated in the vicinity of the Fermi
level are suggested. As can be seen in Fig. 16 the only
Ω = 12 neutron orbitals available close to the Fermi level
are 1/2−[510] and 1/2−[521]. At first sight the 1/2−[510]
is not a good candidate because the decoupling parameter
of the 1/2−[510] band in the isotone 185Os is almost zero
[84] and this very small value is confirmed in our calcu-
lation using a 184Os core with β2 = +0.206 which gives
a = +0.05. A better candidate could then be the 1/2−[521]
neutron state because the 1/2−[521] bands which are iden-
tified in some neighboring nuclei are known to be well de-
coupled, our calculated decoupling parameter of this band
is indeed a = +0.92. But a further analysis shows that
there are many arguments against this candidate. First
the experimental evidence of such a state in 185Os is re-
ported only once at about 400 keV [90] and was never
confirmed subsequently. The first state of the 1/2−[521]
band is predicted at 733 keV in our calculation using the
184Os core at β2 = +0.206. It would then be necessary to
imagine an effect able to bring this orbital down in energy
when it is coupled to the proton state in the deformed
186Ir ground state. As will be seen later there is no evi-
dence of such a strong specific neutron-proton interaction
effect leading to this lowering in the calculations. The de-
formation is not a favouring parameter either. It appears
in Fig. 16 that the energy of this hole qp state is strongly
unfavored by the deformation, unlike the 1/2−[541] pro-
ton qp which has the opposite particle nature. This does
not favor a coupling between this two states. Finally, it
has to be mentioned that, even at low deformation, due
to its hole nature, 1/2−[521] barely mixes with 1/2−[510]
through the closest K = 3/2 states which are and because
they are particle states. This means that no supplemen-
tary perturbation in the 1/2−[510] band can be expected
from a mixing with this higher lying 1/2−[521] states.
To better understand the situation we performed a ro-
tor+2qp calculation including Vpn in the following proton
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and neutron qp space
neutron qp states: and proton qp states:
ν9/2+[624] pi1/2+[400]
ν11/2+[615] pi3/2+[402]
ν1/2−[521] pi1/2−[541]
ν1/2−[510] pi3/2−[532]
ν3/2−[512]
ν7/2−[503]
The lowest 5+ state calculated with an 184Os core at de-
formation β2 = +0.206 has the following configuration
structure:〈
5+
〉
= 24.4%
〈
ν1/2−[510]⊗ pi1/2−[541]〉 K = 0
+13.1%
〈
ν1/2−[510]⊗ pi1/2−[541]〉 K = 1
+9.1%
〈
ν1/2−[510]⊗ pi3/2−[532]〉 K = 1
+19.4%
〈
ν3/2−[512]⊗ pi1/2−[541]〉 K = 1
+18.9%
〈
ν3/2−[512]⊗ pi1/2−[541]〉 K = 2
+7.0%
〈
ν3/2−[512]⊗ pi3/2−[532]〉 K = 0
that is:
K = 0 31.4%
K = 1 41.6%
K = 2 18.9%
It is interesting to notice that there is no ν1/2−[521] com-
ponent in this 5+ state. The main proton contributions
are:
pi1/2−[541] 75.8%
pi3/2−[532] 16.1%
and for the neutrons:
pi1/2−[510] 46.6%
pi3/2−[512] 45.3%
Therefore the neutron state is a completely mixed K=1/2
K=3/2 state. The calculated rotational bands built on the
two configurations ν1/2−[521]⊗ pi1/2−[541] and ν1/2−[510]
⊗ pi1/2−[541] are compared to the experimental levels in
Fig. 20.The quality of the agreement between experimen-
tal and theoretical results is similar for the two calcu-
lated configurations: the 3+, 2+, 5+ and 4+ are almost
degenerate, the band head is 3+ instead of 5+ and the
band perturbations are similar. However the ν1/2−[521]
⊗ pi1/2−[541] band head is calculated at 1292 keV above
the ν1/2−[510] ⊗ pi1/2−[541]. The calculations strongly
point towards a ν1/2−[510]⊗pi1/2−[541] configuration for
the 186Ir 5+ ground state as the band head of a doubly-
decoupled band. The fact that the ν1/2−[510] could lead
to the desired supplementary perturbation necessary to
create this double-decoupling feature could be considered
as unexpected but this was already suggested by Kreiner
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Fig. 20. The two calculated band built on the ν1/2−[521] ⊗
pi1/2−[541] and the ν1/2−[510] ⊗ pi1/2−[541] main configura-
tions compared with the experimental 186Ir ground state band.
A 184Os core at β2 = +0.206 was used.
[91]. He showed that due to their strong mixing the two
neutron orbitals 1/2−[510] and 3/2−[512] fulfill the con-
ditions of a [4˜11, 1± 12 ] pseudo-spin pair [91]. The favored
member of the doublet acts as a j = 12 particle which
aligns on the rotation giving rise to the double-decoupling
phenomenon. More recently the second member of the
doublet has been shown experimentally, confirming the
correctness of this description [93]. This complete mix-
ing between this two neutron orbitals emerges quite nat-
urally from our calculations which then tend to confirm a
ν{1/2−[510], 3/2−[512]}⊗pi1/2−[541] for the ground state
in good agreement with the previous works on this nu-
cleus.
A complete neutron state mixing is only reproduced
when the proton-neutron interaction Vpn is included in
the calculations. To illustrate this, the energy levels of the
states with their main components on the ν1/2−[510] ⊗
pi1/2−[541] and ν3/2−[512] ⊗ pi1/2−[541] configurations
are represented in Fig. 21 for the calculations including
Vpn or excluding it. They are compared with the experi-
mental levels from Ref. [60]. The calculation with simple
geometrical coupling gives a 3+ ground state with an I = 4
state situated just a few keV above. The contributions
to the neutron state come from the ν1/2−[510] orbital
at 78.1% and from the ν3/2−[512] orbital at 17.4% only
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Fig. 21. Upper part: first levels with their main component
on ν1/2−[510] ⊗ pi1/2−[541] and on ν3/2−[512] ⊗ pi1/2−[541]
calculated with a 184Os core with a constraint of β2 = 0.206
with and without including the residual proton-neutron inter-
action. Lower part: experimental levels from [92]. When the
spin assignment is uncertain, the levels are represented with
dashed lines covering the range of the proposed values. On
lower right are represented the difference in energy between
the first level of the ν1/2−[510] ⊗ pi1/2−[541] band calculated
with and without the neutron-proton interaction.
(to be compared with the 46.6% and 45.3% ratios given
above). Interestingly, when the residual proton-neutron is
included, this I = 4 level is pushed upwards while the
I = 5 level is brought to less than 10 keV above the I = 3
state which remains the ground state. As can be seen on
the lower right picture, the I = 5 state is particularly
favored by the residual proton-neutron interaction with
respect to the levels with different spin values. This point
is very important since such a direct effect on the lower-
ing of the I = 5 state of this doubly-decoupled band has
never been indicated in any previous calculations although
it was felt to be necessary [89,88]. The use of other cores
and other deformations to create various mixings confirms
that the higher spin levels are generally favored in energy
for a maximum decoupling of the 1/2−[541] proton plus a
neutron in a strongly mixed {1/2−[510], 3/2−[512]} state.
It is tempting to claim that the neutron state mixing
which is the base of the double-decoupling situation orig-
inates from proton-neutron residual interaction. It is now
interesting to see how the measured values of the magnetic
and spectroscopic moments take place in the complex pic-
ture we have just depicted in detail. We have calculated
the magnetic moment values for both pure configurations
ν1/2−[510] ⊗ pi1/2−[541] and ν1/2−[521] ⊗ pi1/2−[541].
They are reported in Tab. 10 for the three situations 100%
K = 0, 100% K = 1 and 50% (K = 0) + 50% (K = 1),
the latter giving the highest µ value. It is clear, as al-
ready suggested in Ref. [87], that the only way to reach
the experimental value is to assume a maximum mixing.
This is a clear indication that the Coriolis effect is very
important. On the other hand, one sees on Tab. 9 that the
comparison between the measured spectroscopic moment
and the spectroscopic moments obtained from the intrin-
sic prolate deformation indicates a very pure K = 0 state.
As we shall see later in section 4.4 this apparent disagree-
ment probably originates from the same mechanism as in
the odd 185Ir case.
186Irm From the β-NMR method a spin I = 2 was as-
signed to the isomeric state of 186Ir [94]. Ben Braham et
al. [92] have performed an analysis of the level scheme of
186Ir using a zero-order scheme constructed from the ex-
perimental energies of the low lying neutron states in the
isotone 185Os and the interpolated proton energies from
the two odd neighboring Ir nuclei 185Ir and 187Ir. From
these considerations, they propose two prolate configura-
tions for the isomeric state: ν1/2−[510] ⊗ pi3/2+[402] or
ν7/2−[503]⊗pi3/2+[402], the second being the most prob-
able. That the 3/2+[402] intrinsic proton state should be
involved in this isomeric state is consistent with our de-
termination of the deformation parameter β2 = (+)0.167
which corresponds to a situation where it is lower in energy
than 1/2−[541] as we saw before. However, there may be
other candidates for the neutron state: using a 184Os core
constrained to a deformation β2 = +0.164, one sees that
the 1/2−[521] and 3/2−[521] neutron states also come very
close to the Fermi level. From the comparison between the
experimental quadrupole moment and the value obtained
using the intrinsic deformation and different values for K
(Tab. 9) one sees that the wave function should be of a
very pure K = 2 nature. To discriminate between these
different possible neutron states, we have calculated the
magnetic moment for the possible proton-neutron config-
urations for different pure K assumptions. These values
are reported in Tab. 10. The sign of the magnetic mo-
ment which is determined here for the first time points
towards the ν7/2−[503] ⊗ pi3/2+[402] configuration. The[
ν1/2−[510]⊗pi3/2+[402]]
K=2
could still constitute a rea-
sonable candidate. In the rotor+2qp calculations the di-
agonalisation was done in the same qp space as for 186Irg .
The lowest lying 2− states obtained in that space are sit-
uated at 89 keV:〈
2−
〉
1
= 55.4%
〈
ν3/2−[512]⊗ pi3/2+[402]〉 K = 0
+31.0%
〈
ν1/2−[510]⊗ pi1/2+[400]〉 K = 0
+11.7%
〈
ν1/2−[510]⊗ pi3/2+[402]〉 K = 1
at 154 keV:〈
2−
〉
2
= 60.7%
〈
ν1/2−[510]⊗ pi3/2+[402]〉 K = 1
+24.8%
〈
ν3/2−[512]⊗ pi1/2+[400]〉 K = 1
+6.6%
〈
ν1/2−[510]⊗ pi1/2+[400]〉 K = 0
+5.8%
〈
ν3/2−[512]⊗ pi3/2+[402]〉 K = 0
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and at 169 keV:
〈
2−
〉
3
= 99.6%
〈
ν7/2−[503]⊗ pi3/2+[402]〉 K = 2
The
〈
2−
〉
3
state is the only one that corresponds to a
pure K = 2 state. Furthermore it is the band head of the
ν7/2−[503]⊗pi3/2+[402] configuration whereas the band-
head of the two other configurations are a 0− state at 0
keV for the first and a 1− state at 76 keV for the second.
Therefore, the sign of the magnetic moment, the analysis
of the quadrupole moment and the result of the calculation
definitely indicate a ν7/2−[503]⊗pi3/2+[402] configuration
for the I = 2 isomeric state of 186Ir.
184Ir The exact value of the ground state spin of 184Ir has
been discussed, both I = 4 and I = 5 being proposed [43,
95,97,96]. In our case of an atomic transition between the
J = 9/2 and J = 11/2 hyperfine multiplets, the number of
hyperfine transitions is 24 if I = 4 while it is 29 if I = 5.
So far, we have identified 25 peaks, but it is sometimes
difficult to conclude firmly on the weakest. Then our ex-
perimental results strongly suggest a value of I = 5.
In an in-beam experiment Kreiner et al. have identified a
perturbed rotational structure built on the ground state
characterized by a succession of ∆I = 1 transitions [98].
Such a Coriolis perturbed band is characteristic of a semi
- decoupled situation [99] where the motion of one of the
unpaired particle aligns to the rotation of the core while
the other stays well coupled. This situation can arise if
the 1/2−[541] proton state intervenes in the ground state.
This is compatible with the deformation value extracted
from the IS which is β2 = (+)0.202 and then would be
of positive sign. The case of an oblate ground state is in-
deed highly improbable since it would imply a sudden and
violent shape transition with respect to the two prolate
neighboring odd isotopes 183Ir and 185Ir and there is no
indication of such a situation in the γ-spectroscopy stud-
ies. The comparison of the experimental quadrupole mo-
ment and the different values obtained from the intrinsic
prolate shape as shown in Tab. 9 indicates a mixed K = 4
and K = 5 wave function with a possible component on
K = 3. The only available neutron orbital susceptible to
couple to the K = 1/2 proton state to give such K val-
ues is 9/2+[624] (1i 13
2
parentage) which is identified in the
two neighbouring odd-neutron isotones 183Os and 185Pt.
A ν 9/2+[624]⊗ pi 1/2−[541] configuration was proposed
in order to give an interpretation of the low lying levels of
184Ir fed by the radioactive decay of 184Pt in Ref. [96] and
confirmed from the study of the decay of 184Ir to 184Os in
Ref. [97]. In the case of the doubly odd nuclei, when one
of the unpaired particles has K = 1/2, the associated de-
coupling parameter enters the non-diagonal Coriolis term
and we can expect a large mixing of the two components
K = 4 and K = 5 of the ν 9/2+[624]⊗ pi 1/2−[541] con-
figuration. The result of the rotor+2qp calculation for the
5− ground state gives the following wave function:〈
5−
〉
= 50.3%
〈
ν9/2+[624]⊗ pi1/2−[541]〉 K = 5
+44.4%
〈
ν9/2+[624]⊗ pi1/2−[541]〉 K = 4
+5.1%
〈
ν9/2+[624]⊗ pi3/2−[532]〉 K = 3
Using these percentages and the intrinsic quadrupole mo-
ment from the IS one gets Qs = +2.3 b which is in very
good agreement with the experimental value. The calcu-
lated values of the magnetic moment for the pure K = 4
and K = 5 states for the ν 9/2+[624]⊗pi 1/2−[541] config-
uration are in disagreement with the experimental values
as can be seen in Tab. 10. An improvement of the calcula-
tions would then consist in taking into account explicitly
the influence of the Coriolis interaction on the magnetic
moment which has to appear through the magnetic decou-
pling parameter b0 associated with the 1/2
−[541] proton
state.
182Ir Sauvage et al. have determined a spin and parity
Ipi = 3+ for the ground state [62]. A doubly-decoupled ro-
tational band characterized by∆I = 2 transitions has also
been observed. It is based on the ground state [98] which
has been suggested in both references to correspond to
a ν 1/2−[521]⊗ pi 1/2−[541] configuration. As mentioned
previously such a situation presupposes a prolate shape.
In the case of 186Ir with two particles coupled to a 184Os
core the 1/2−[521] neutron state could barely play a role
due to its distance from the Fermi level which increases
rapidly with the deformation. For the 182Os core how-
ever, since the Fermi level has become lower, the 1/2−[521]
single neutron orbital is situated rather close to it for a
moderate deformation – typically β2 ' +0.2, while the
1/2−[541] single proton state is already at the ground
state. This situation is in very nice agreement with ab-
solute value of the deformation parameter extracted from
the IS β2 = 0.202. The comparison between the exper-
imental quadrupole moment and the different values ob-
tained from the intrinsic positive deformation using differ-
ent values of K indicates two equal contributions of K = 0
andK = 1 which suggest a wave function composed essen-
tially of the ν 1/2−[521]⊗pi 1/2−[541] configuration. As in
the case of 186Irg, we calculated the magnetic moment only
for a pure configuration here ν 1/2−[521] ⊗ pi 1/2−[541]
but it was still possible to test a different mixing of the
two K components of that configuration: 100% K = 0,
100%K = 1 and 50%(K = 0)+50%(K = 1) (see Tab. 10).
It emerges also for 182Ir that the value of the experimental
moment can only be accounted for by assuming a complete
mixing which underlines once more the importance of the
Coriolis effect on the magnetic moment. If the Coriolis ef-
fect is important then the configuration cannot be pure
because the non-diagonal Coriolis term is proportional to
one of the two decoupling parameters. We know that the
decoupling parameter for the 1/2−[541] proton state is
very large and some components in the proton state com-
ing from other orbitals like 3/2−[532] are expected to play
a role. To check this point, we performed a rotor+2qp cal-
culation using a 182Os core with β2 = +0.214 close to
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the experimental deformation parameter. The BCS occu-
pation factors obtained using this core are v2[521] = 0.93
and v2[541] = 0.04; then the 1/2
−[521] neutron qp is a hole
state and the 1/2−[541] proton qp a particle state and the
coupled ν 1/2−[521]⊗ pi 1/2−[541] states are believed to
represent the 182Ir states. The diagonalisation of the ro-
tor+2qp hamiltonian was done in the following qp space
for neutrons: and for protons:
ν9/2+[624] pi3/2+[402]
ν1/2−[521] pi1/2−[541]
ν1/2−[510] pi3/2−[532]
ν3/2−[512]
ν7/2−[503]
ν7/2−[514]
The resulting 3+ state with main component on ν 1/2−[521]⊗
pi 1/2−[541] is then:〈
3+
〉
= 40.5%
〈
ν1/2−[521]⊗ pi1/2−[541]〉 K = 0
+48.6%
〈
ν1/2−[521]⊗ pi1/2−[541]〉 K = 1
+5.2%
〈
ν1/2−[521]⊗ pi3/2−[532]〉 K = 2
+ . . .
The calculation favors the component on K = 1 and in-
troduces a component on K = 2. It originates as expected
from the mixing between the two proton states 1/2−[541]
and 3/2−[532]. Using these calculated percentages and the
Qs(IS) values one gets Qs = −1.5 b which is in agreement
with the measured value. It is interesting to notice that
any component coming from any other configuration than
ν1/2−[521]⊗ pi1/2−[541] leads to a lowering of the abso-
lute value of Qs. However, so far, a very good agreement is
obtained between the calculated and the experimental re-
sults for a prolate shape and the ν1/2−[521]⊗pi1/2−[541]
configuration.
4.4 An analysis of the anomalous moments
A few difficulties were emphasized in the two previous sub-
sections concerning the analysis of the nuclear moments
when the 1/2−[541] proton orbital is involved in the nu-
clear states.
First, in the odd cases:
(i) Though the Coriolis mixing is explicitly taken into
account in the calculations of the magnetic moments,
the experimental values for 183Ir and 185Ir could not
be reproduced unless a strongly depressed gs value of
the order of 0.5-0.6 gfrees is used. This is not the case
for the other odd Ir nuclei we have studied. Both the
183Ir and 185Ir ground states correspond to the I=5/2
band head of the strongly Coriolis perturbed 1/2−[541]
band, with, in particular, a quasi-maximum value for
the decoupling parameter. This would indicate that
the observed values of the magnetic moments origi-
nate from both a strong Coriolis effect and a strong
suppression of the magnetic moment associated with
the spin of the unpaired particle.
(ii) The spectroscopic moment Qs is not compatible with
the absolute value of the deformation parameter ex-
tracted from the isotope shift. For 185Ir, the weighted
average value Qs = −2.09 ± 0.11 b including all the
available experimental data exceeds in absolute value
the expected value for a pure K = 1/2 state (cf Fig.
19). For 183Ir, our experimental value is the only one
presently available; any K = 1/2 K = 3/2 mixing is
certainly allowed within the error bars but the mean
value of −1.8 b corresponds with a pure K = 1/2 situ-
ation. This pure K = 1/2 value is completely excluded
for both 185Ir and 183Ir from the rotational band level
pattern and from the calculations. Besides, the calcu-
lated Qs values are significantly lower in absolute value
than the experimental ones.
Second, in the odd-odd cases:
(iii) The Coriolis mixing is not taken into account in the
magnetic moment calculation except for the K = 0
K = 1 mixing of the two components of the same
configuration Ωp =
1
2 ⊗Ωn = 12 . For 184Ir the experi-
mental value is not reproduced by the calculations and
one may evoke the omission of the components coming
from other proton-neutron configurations to explain it.
For 182Ir and 186Irg if a pure Ωp =
1
2 ⊗Ωn = 12 is as-
sumed, a complete mixing K = 0 K = 1 seems to
be necessary, which would indicate a maximal Corio-
lis effect. One cannot neglect the possibility that other
configurations with K > 1 enter the wave function in
those last two cases. Besides, in 184Ir the agreement
is improved when gs is strongly depressed. The par-
allelism with the point (i) is striking. The 182Ir and
186Irg ground states are the band head of a doubly-
decoupled band and the 184Ir ground state is the band
head of a semi-decoupled band, every of those states
involving the 1/2−[541] proton orbital.
(iv) For 186Irg, as in case (ii), the spectroscopic moment
Qs is incompatible with the absolute value of the de-
formation parameter extracted from the isotope shift.
The analysis of Qs leads indeed to a pure K = 0
configuration which is not compatible with both the
magnetic moment analysis and the results of the cal-
culations. For 182Ir and 184Ir there is no such obvious
discrepancy.
Actually, in points (ii) and (iv) everything happens as if
there were some supplementary negative contribution in
the observed spectroscopic quadrupole moment. For the
odd nuclei, such a supplementary contribution could be
understood, though in a very pictorial way, as follows. In
the model of the coupling of a single particle to an axially
deformed nuclear surface, the total nuclear quadrupole
moment reads actually (see e.g. [100]):
Q = Qs +Qp
Qs is due to the motion of the nuclear surface character-
ized by the intrinsic deformation Q0, the two being related
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Fig. 22. Pictorial view of the “bourrelet” effect.
by Eq. 10 and Qp is due to the single particle motion. This
second term drops in most cases where the strong coupling
is a good approximation because the motion of the par-
ticle is tightly bound to the nuclear surface and does not
lead to an important contribution to the total observed
quadrupole moment Q. As we saw, there are strong indi-
cations that the proton motion is well aligned to the ro-
tation axis i.e. decoupled from the surface motion due to
the diagonal K = 1/2 Coriolis interaction term. The sin-
gle proton would then be essentially described by a 1h 9
2
wave function, its angular momentum j = 9/2 being anti-
aligned with the core rotational momentum R = 2 to pro-
vide the total I = 5/2 ground state angular momentum
as shown in Fig. 22. If one considers also the fact that the
radial part of a 1h 9
2
wave function is peaked near the nu-
clear surface then we arrive at a picture where the mean
trajectory of the proton would describe a kind of charge
bulge (“bourrelet”) in the equatorial plane as shown in
Fig. 22, which would naturally lead to a charge extension
along the intrinsic deformation axis. This in turn would
give rise to the extra contribution in the observed spectro-
scopic quadrupole moment we are looking for. It is very
important to understand that it would be a very specific
effect making the nucleus look as if it were more deformed
from the laboratory frame but which would not imply
a supplementary deformation of the whole core in itself.
This supplementary contribution could be approximated
by the single particle value of the quadrupole moment,
given by (see e.g. [101]):
Qj = −eeffp
2j − 1
2j + 2
〈r2〉Nl
eeffp is the effective proton charge including the polariza-
tion effect:
eeffp = ep + αp
Z
A
ep
where ep is the free proton charge ep = +1 and αp the
polarization factor for proton, simply defined as eeff =
Qexp/〈Qone proton〉. For an orbital situated near the nu-
clear surface, 〈r2〉Nl can be estimated as
〈r2〉 ' (1.2 A1/3)2 · 10−2 [b]
A value αp = 1.3 is taken from the data on
209Bi. This
leads for A=185 to Qp = −0.52 b which has to be re-
moved from the measured quadrupole moment in order
to get the core contribution, then: Qs core = −1.57(11) b
(using the weighted average values). This is the value to be
used in Tab. 8 instead of Qs(exp) for the comparison with
Qs(IS). It allows at last, a reasonable contribution of the
3/2−[532] in the ground state of the order of 10%(±9%)
in good agreement with the result of the 184Os+1qp (β2 =
+0.206) calculation 5/2 “1/2−[541]”=85.5%〈1/2−[541]〉+
14.5%〈3/2−[532]〉 which in turn is consistent with the ro-
tational band structure as we saw. The Qs core so obtained
is also in good agreement with the result of the rotor+1qp
calculation shown in Tab. 7, consistent with the fact that
the model takes into account only the collective contribu-
tion in the derivation of Qs. Finally, a strong suppression
of the magnetic moment associated with the intrinsic spin
of the particle is known as negative polarization. It comes
usually from a part of the residual nucleon-nucleon inter-
action which tends to anti-align the magnetic moment of
the core and the one associated with the intrinsic spin of
the unpaired nucleon. The 1h 9
2
is a l − 12 orbital, if we
consider the magnetic moment of the core+1 particle as
(see e.g. [100]):
µ = gRR + gll + gss
then it is clear from the Fig. 22 that the magnetic mo-
ment associated with the core and the moment associated
with the spin are essentially aligned. Then no special po-
larization effect should be expected. Let us consider the
total magnetic moment of the nucleus as the result of the
magnetism associated with the core motion:
µR = gRR µN ' Z
A
R µN
and of the magnetism associated with a pure 1h 9
2
single
particle orbital:
µl−1/2 = j
(
gl − (gs − gl) 1
2l+ 1
)
µN
The numerical values e.g. for 185Ir are µR ' 0.83 µN tak-
ing the approximation gR = Z/A and µh9/2 = 2.62 µN
for gs = g
free
s and µh9/2 = 3.54 µN for gs = 0.6 g
free
s
taking the standard value gfreep = 5.59 for the free pro-
ton g-factor. Then if the two magnetic moments are con-
sidered as strictly anti-aligned, one has µ = 1.79 µN for
gs = g
free
s and µ = 2.71 µN for gs = 0.6 g
free
s . Though it
is then necessary to have a low geffs of about 0.65 g
free
s
this values lies between the usual limits of 0.6 − 1 gfrees
and no specially anomalous polarization effect has to be
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invoked. Besides, this last result for the magnetic moment
is far better than any of the previous calculations, which
tends to confirm the correctness of the image represented
in Fig. 22.
We can see now the impact of this analysis on the
doubly odd nuclei. The 186Ir ground state corresponds to
a situation where both the neutron and the proton mo-
tions are decoupled from the core rotation. As in the odd
case, the only way to give a correct interpretation which
correlates the experimental data on Qs and |β2| and giv-
ing a reasonable K composition is to subtract from the
measured Qs the contribution due to the uncoupled par-
ticle motions. The total nuclear quadrupole moment in
the case of a single proton and a single neutron coupled
to a rotor is : Q = Qs +Qp +Qn. Taking for the effective
neutron charge:
eeffn = en + αn
Z
A
ep
and assuming that the polarization effect on the core due
the neutron motion is the same as that due to the pro-
ton (this is an approximation, it is probably lower, but
the error is not so important since the single neutron
quadrupole moment is much lower than the proton one)
that is α = 1.3 as previously, then one gets Qn ' −0.1 b
and Qp ' −0.5 b which give Qs core ' −1.95 b. This
allows indeed a strong mixing between the K = 0 and
K = 1 components with probably a non-negligible contri-
bution from K = 2. When taking the proportions of the
calculated 5+ state which are given in the previous sub-
section, one obtains Qs core = −1.83 b which is in far bet-
ter agreement with the Qs core obtained suppressing the
unpaired particle contributions than with the untreated
experimental value and confirms the consistency of our
analysis. For the other doubly-decoupled case 182Ir there
seems to be no need to invoke such a “bourrelet” effect.
Besides, the uncertainty in the value of the experimental
quadrupole moment unfortunately limits a detailed anal-
ysis. However as in the previous cases we may try to give
an estimation of the contribution of the two unpaired par-
ticle motions to the observed quadrupole moment. Using
the same assumptions as for 186Irg one gets Qp ' −0.5 b
and Qn ' −0.1 b, the neutron value being again proba-
bly overestimated because its radial wave function is much
more spread inside the nuclear volume than the proton one
due to the low-l parentage of 1/2−[521]. This leads to an
estimated Qs core ' −1.1(6) b which allows many different
type of K mixings up to K = 3, but the important point
is that the mean value is beyond the K = 1 limit showing
that K ≥ 2 contribution is perhaps underestimated in our
previous analysis.
At last, in the case of the semi-decoupled situation of
184Ir it is not clear whether a “bourrelet” effect should
be taken into account in the analysis of the quadrupole
moment. The existence of a well coupled neutron state like
9/2+[624] which has, due to its 1i 13
2
parentage, the same
property as the proton to be situated on the average, very
near the nuclear surface may indeed wash out this effect
due to the rotation of the core to which it is bound.
It is possible that a theoretical support for this ex-
planation could lie for instance in an improvement of the
calculations of Qs when the blocking effect is included
and the unpaired particle contribution added. But as a
first step, and especially in the case of 184Ir a complete
calculation of the doubly-odd nucleus magnetic moments
including the neutron-proton configuration mixing due to
the Coriolis effects is required. At last, one may wonder
why this “bourrelet” effect was not pointed out earlier
in nuclei exhibiting strongly perturbed rotational bands.
From our analysis there are at least three conditions for
such an effect to appear:
(i) the Coriolis effects associated with the diagonal terms
have to be extremely strong and must prevail on the
non diagonal terms to lead to a well rotation-aligned
particle motion. This implies naturally that the un-
paired particle state has a high j unique parity or-
bital parentage (more specifically, a high l-parentage
with its radial part strongly peaked close to the sur-
face would lead to the strongest effect);
(ii) the decoupled unpaired particle must be a proton
since the contribution from the neutron, as we saw,
is much lower;
(iii) the core deformation must be small enough for the
unpaired particle contribution to be felt as a supple-
mentary charge extension in the axis plane (what we
defined as the “bourrelet”).
Then for instance two odd-proton nuclei in the Ir region
exhibit strongly perturbed rotational bands similar to those
observed in 183,185Ir namely 185Au and 173Ta. But in the
former case, as the proton Fermi level is higher than for
Ir, the K = 1/2 and K = 3/2 orbitals are equally close
to it and the non-diagonal Coriolis terms are much more
important i.e. condition (i) is not fulfilled. In the latter
case the core deformation is quite high and condition (iii)
is not fulfilled.
In conclusion, other examples of the “bourrelet” effect
should be looked for in prolate nuclei of transitional re-
gions (low deformation) with their unpaired proton state
characterized by a very pure K = 1/2 Nilsson orbital na-
ture.
4.5 Summary
The main feature of the Ir isotopic series is the sudden
increase of the deformation when going away from the
stability with a heavy group 187 ≤A≤ 193 characterized
by deformation values in the range of +0.15 ≤ β2 ≤ +0.17
and a light group A≤ 185 with β2 ' 0.2. The A=186 iso-
tope occupies an interesting intermediate position with its
ground state having the deformation of the light group and
its isomeric state the deformation of the heavy group. As
in the gold chain there is only one jump in the evolution of
the mean square charge radius but not at the same neutron
number : it occurs between N=108 and N=107 for gold
and between N=110 and N=109 for iridium. This jump is
most probably associated with a transition from a γ-soft
regime (where most probably shape-mixing dominates) to
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a sudden rigidification of the structure towards an axially
symmetric prolate shape. Though the general tendency
towards axial deformation when the neutron number de-
creases is expected from mean-field calculations (see Fig.
15) it appears to be enhanced by the presence of the odd-
proton. For A≤ 186 the proton orbital dominating the
ground state is systematically the 1/2−[541] of the 1h 9
2
parentage which indeed enters the shell with deformation
giving rise to decoupling phenomena even in the pres-
ence of an unpaired neutron and completely independently
from the nature of this neutron state. Once the β2 ' +0.2
deformation is reached, the evolution of the mean square
charge radius follows exactly the one given by the droplet
model (see Fig. 14). This may be understood as a signature
of shape stabilization due to the unpaired proton. If this
is correct, it should come out naturally from more sophis-
ticated calculations taking into account explicitly the odd
number of particles. Incidentally, the motion of the un-
paired proton of strong 1h 9
2
nature, aligned on the motion
of the core gives rise to an interesting phenomenon where
a large part of the observed spectroscopic quadrupole mo-
ment is due to the unpaired particle (while it was usually
considered as essentially due to the core rotation). This
mechanism of spectroscopic quadrupole moment enhance-
ment — we baptized “bourrelet” effect — should be found
in other mass regions provided the three conditions of Par.
4.4 happen to be fulfilled.
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